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Notice of Appeal of Appellant Utility Service Partners, Inc. 

Appellant, Utility Service Partners, Inc. ("USP" or "an appellant"), hereby gives notice of 

its appeal, pursuant to R,C. 4903.11 and 4903.13 to the Supreme Court of Ohio, from an Opinion 

and Order of the Pubhc Utilities Commission of Ohio ("the Commission" or "the appellee"), 

entered on April 9, 2008 (attached), and an Entry on Rehearing of the Commission entered on 

June 4, 2008 (also attached), both in PUCO Case No. 07-478-GA-UNC. 

Appellant was and is a party of record in PUCO Case No. 07-478-GA-UNC, and timely 

filed an application for rehearing of the appellee's April 9, 2008 Opinion and Order in 

accordance with R.C. 4903.10. Appellant's AppHcation for Rehearing was denied with respect 

to the issues on appeal herein, by entry entered on June 4, 2008. 

The appellant complains and alleges that appellee's April 9,2008 Opinion and Order and 

appellee's June 4, 2008 Entry on Rehearing in PUCO Case No. 07-478-GA-UNC are unlawful, 

unjust and unreasonable in the following respects, as set forth in the appellant's Application for 

Rehearing: 

1. The Commission lacks statutory authority to create a monopoly over the repair 
and replacement of Design-A risers. 

2. The Commission has failed to establish a safety issue exists as to non-utility 
customer service lines without Design-A risers, and lacks the authority to 
establish a monopoly as to the repair of such pipelines. 

3. The Conunission umeasonably and unlawfully found that the Amended 
Stipulation will not be an unconstitutional substantial impairment of contracts. 

4. The Commission imreasonably and unlawfully foimd that adoption of the 
Amended Stipulation would not result in a taking of property. 

5. The Commission unreasonably and unlawfully failed to specify a deadline for the 
replacement of risers. 



6. The Commission unreasonably and unlawfully relied on the Riser Material Plan 
("RMP") as it is not part of the record. 

7. The Commission unreasonably and unlawfully foimd that Columbia's proposal as 
to the lack of regularity of inspections under the Amended Stipulation was 
reasonable. 

8. The Commission unreasonably and unlawfully failed to address both the timing 
and the nature of the subject matter of the Amended Stipulation before 
considering whether serious bargaining occurred. 

9. The Conunission unreasonably and unlawfully found that the Amended 
Stipulation, considered as a whole, will benefit rate payers and the public. 

10. The Commission unreasonably and unlawfully found that the approval of the 
Amended Stipulation will not violate state policy. 

11. The Commission unreasonably and unlawfully failed to require that notice of this 
case and hearing be provided to plumbers, warranty service providers, and 
property owners because of the impact on contract rights and property rights that 
are affected by the Commission's change in policy. 

12. There was no evidence showing that Coliunbia has the managerial ability or 
experience to manage the repair and replacement of hazardous customer service 
lines, 

13. The Commission's decision is not supported by the manifest weight of the 
evidence. 

WHEREFORE, the appellant respectfully submits that the appellee's April 9, 

2008 Opinion and Order and appellee's June 4,2008 Entry on Rehearing in PUCO Case No. 07-

478-GA-UNC are unlawful, xmjust and unreasonable and should be reversed. The case should be 

remanded to the appellee with instructions to correct the errors complained of herein. 
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OPINION AND ORDER 

The Commission, coming now to consider the testimony and other evidence 
presented in these proceeding, hereby issues its opinion and order, 

APPEARANCES 

Mark R. Kempic, Assistant General Counsel; Kenneth W. Christmarv Associate 
General Counsel; Stephen B» Seiple, Lead Counsel; and Daniel A, Creekmur, Trial Attorney^ 
200 Civic Center Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43216, on behalf of Coliimbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. 

Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LUP, by M. Howard Petricoff, Stephen M. Howard, 
and Michael J. Settineri, 52 East Gay Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, OTI behalf of Utility 
Service Partners, Inc. 

Carlile Patchen & Muiphy, LLP, by Carl A. Aveni, II, 366 East Broad Street, 
Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behsdf of ABC Gas Repair, Inc. 

Chester Willcox & Saxbe LLP, by John W. Bentine and Mark S. Yurick, & East State 
Street, Suite 1000, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. 

McNees, Wallace & Ntirick, by Samuel C, Randazzo, Daniel J» Neilsen, and Josq>h M. 
Clark, Fifth Third Center, Suite 1700,21 East State Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on bd\alf 
of Industrial Energy Users-Ohio. 

David C. Rinebolt, 231 West Lima Street, Findlay, Ohio 4584fl, on behalf of Ohio 
Partners for Affordable Energy, 

Janine L. Migden-Ostrander, Ohio Consumers' Counsel, by Joseph P. Serio, Assistant 
Consumers' Counsel, Office of the Ohio Consumers' Coxmsel, 10 West Broad Street, Suite 
1800, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of residential utility customers of ColtmiMa Gas of 
Ohio, Inc. 

Marc Dann, Attorney G^reral of the State of Ohio, EHaane W, Luckey, Section Chiet 
Anne L. Hammerstein and Stephen B. Reilly, Assistant Attorneys General, ISO East Broad 
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, on behalf of the staff of tiKe Commission, 
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OPE^QN 

I. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS 

On April 13, 2005, the Commission initiated an investigation into the types of gas 
service risers being installed in Ohio, the conditions of installation, and their overall 
performance. In the Matter of the Investigation of the InstaUatimr Use, and Perfmnance cf 
Natural Gas Service Risers Throughout the State of Ohio and Related Matters, Case No. 05-463-
GA-COI (COI case). As a part of the COI case, the Commission ordered the four largest 
local distribution companies (LDCs), including Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. (Coltimbia), to 
identify a sample number of installed risers and to remove a portion of those risers for 
submission to a testing laboratory. Staff of the Commission has filed a report in the COI 
case, finding that certain risers are more prone to failtu'e than others. Staff submitted 
several recommendationa to the Commission, recently considered by the Commission in 
that docket. 

On January 2,2007, the chairman of the Commission issued a letter in the COI case, 
requesting that LDCs consider the prudence of the current regulatory framework that 
leaves responsibility for the customer-owned service lines with the homeowncar and, in 
addition, discuss the possibility that utilities might take over that responsibility. 

On March 2, 2007, Columbia filed an application in case number 07-237-GA-AAM, 
captioned above (deferral case). The application asks for the Cotrmus^on's permission for 
Columbia to defer the expenses it has incurred va connection with the Commission 
investigation m the COI case. 

Motions to intervene m the deferral case were filed by the Ohio Consumers' Counsel 
(OCC) and Ohio Parsers for Affordable Energy (OPAE), on March 21 and April 3, 2007, 
respectively. Columbia opposed both motions, filing memoranda contra on Api l 9 and 23, 
2007. OCC repHed on April 19,2007. 

On April 25, 2007, Columbia filed an appHcation in Case Number 07-478-GA-UNC, 
captioned above {riser case). The application covers both the recovery of certain riso:-
related costs and the assumption of responsibility for service lines and risers. Columbia 
seeks recovery of all associated costs through an automatic adjustment mechanism, 
pursuant to Section 4929.11, Revised Code. That section allows the Comjnnisskm to approve 
a mechanism that provides for charges to fluctviate automatically in accordance with 
changes in a specified cost. 

Motions to intervene in the riser case were filed on April 30, June 6, June 8, June 26, 
July 2, and August 7, 2007, by OPAE; OCC; Utility Service Partners, Inc. tJJSP); InteEstate 
Gas Supply, Inc. (IGS); Industrial Energy Us«rs-Ohio (lEU); and ABC Gas Rî Tair, Inc. 
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(ABC), respectively. Columbia opposed the intervention by OPAE, filing a memorandum 
contra on May 11,2007. OPAE replied on May 16,2007, 

Correspondence relating to flie riser case was received from several members of the 
public, between July 9 and March 20,2008. 

On July 11, 2007, the Commission bifurcated the riser case and considered 
Columbia's proposal to initiate the proposed infrastructure replacement program (IRP). 
Applications for rehearing of the July entry were filed by USP and IGS, along with a motion 
by USP for clarification. The Comnussion issued an entry on rehearing on September 12, 
2007. 

A hearing on the aspects of the ^^plication that were not previously determined was 
scheduled to begin on Monday, October 29, 2007. Testimony was filed by Columbia on 
October 15, 2007; by OCC, USP, and ABC on October 23,2007; and by staff on October 24, 
2007. On October 26,2007, the last business day before the hearing was scheduled to begin, 
a stipulation (original stipulation) was filed in the docket, reflecting the agreem^it of 
Columbia and staff. The hearing proceeded, as scheduled, on October 29,30, and 31,2007, 
with testimony by Michael Ramsey, Larry Martin, and Thomas Browrv on behalf of 
Columbia; Gary Hebbler and Bruce Hayes, bdhalf of OCC; Philip Riley, Jr., Timothy Phipps, 
and Carter Funk, on behalf of USP; Timothy Morbitzer, on behalf of ABC; and I>avid 
Hodgden and Edward Steele, on behalf of staff of the Commission. 

The hearing was scheduled to continue on December 3,2007, Rebuttal testimony and 
testimony in support of the stipulation w^e filed by Colimibia and staff on November 19, 
2007. Surrebuttal testimony and testimony in opposition to the stipulation were filed by 
USP, on November 28, 2007. The hearing proceeded, as scheduled, on Decemb^ 3,2007, 
with the testimony of Michael Ramsey, Larry Martin, and Thomas Brown, on behalf of 
Columbia; Carter Funk, Timothy Phipps, and Philip Riley, Jr., on behalf of USP; and David 
Hodgden and fiU Henry, on behalf of staff. 

At the conclusion of the hearing, the attorney examiner scheduled initial teiefs to be 
filed on Monday, December 31, 2007, and reply briefo to be filed on January 14, 2008. On 
December 28, 2007, one business day before tire initial briefe were due, an amended 
stipulation (amended stipulation) was filed in the docket, reflecting the agce^nent of 
Columbia, staff, OCC, and OPAE. The briefe of Columbia and staff, filed on December 31, 
2007, referenced the amended stipidation. Initial briefe were also filed on December 31, 
2007, by USP, ABC, and IGS. 

On January 4, 2008, USP and ABC joinfly moved to strike ttie amended stipulation* 
On January 8, 2008, staff moved for a hearing on the amended stipulation. Staffs motion 
was supported, subsequently, by Columbia sjnd OCC. On January 10, 2008, ttie examiner 
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reopened the record of the proceedings and scheduled a continuation of the hearing for 
February 5,2008. The deadline for filing reply briefs was also continued. 

Testimony was filed, on January 28,2008, by Columbia, staff, and USP- On February 
4,2008, a joint motion was filed by Columbia, OCC, staff, OPAE, USP, IGS, and ABC. The 
motion requested that the final day of hearing be cancelled, as the parties had all executed 
an agreement setting forth certain facts that could be received into evidence, whidh facts 
primarily relate to the course of settlement negotiations that led up to the stipidation and 
amended stipulation. Together with that motion, the parties filed thar ag^reement 
(agreement as to facts). The examiner cancdled the hearing and ordered that reply briefe be 
filed no later than February 19,2008. 

On February 15, 2008, OCC filed comments, statir^ that it had reviewed Columbia's 
riser material plan, as required under the amended stipulation, and had no objection to it.i 
On that same day, USP filed an objection to Coliunbia's failure to provide it with copies of 
its riser material plan, as required by the amended stipulation. On February 19, 20(B, USP 
noted that it had received Columbia's plan and, havii^ no objection to it, now withdrew its 
previously filed objection. 

On February 19, 2008, reply briefe were filed by Columbia, OCC, staff, OPAE, USP, 
ABC, and IGS. 

On February 28,2008, Columbia filed an application to revise its rider rate based on 
costs accumialated through December 31,2007, together with supporting testimony of Larry 
Martin. On March 3,2008, USP commented that the record is closed and that Columbia had 
made no motion to reopen the record. 

n. DISCUSSION 

A. Applications and Prior Substantive Orders 

1. Application in Deferral Case 

Columbia, in its application for autiiority to defer costs for subsequent ooUection, lists 
several categories of costs that it has incurred: 

(a) Payments to tiie Commission for statistical analysis performed by 
consultants used to estimate Coltunbia's riser population by type. 

^ The provlaion oi a riser material plan is lequiied by the tenns of ihe amended stipolaticHi under 
consideration in ^is opinion, and order. 
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(b) Training development and training costs related to riser testing and 
performance of ti\e survey. 

(c) Labor and expenses incurred in the collection of riser samples for the 
Conunission's investigation. 

(d) Commission assessments for the testing of risers and preparation of 
the staff report. 

(e) Contract and company labor costs incurred to conduct the stirvey. 

(f) Project management costs, including labor and expenses for stirvey 
management; data management; report generation and invoice process 
for contracted services. 

(g) Incremental expenses incurred at Columbia's contact center as a result 
of increased call volumes as customers inquired about the riser survey 
and related riser matters. 

Columbia asks, in the deferral case applicaticwv for authority to revise its accounting 
procedures to allow retroactive deferral of the costs already incurred and deferral of fixe 
costs to be incurred in these same categories, all of which, it says, stem firom its compliance 
with Commission directives in the COI case. Recovery of tiiose deferred amounts would be 
addressed, Columbia proposes, either in a separate proceeding or in its next base rate case. 
However, the deferral case application does ask for approval of the recovery of carryii^ 
charges on the deferred balance. 

2. Application in Riser Qase 

The application in the riser case asks, first, for approval^ under Section 4929.11y 
Revised Code, of tariffs designed to recova:, through an automatic adjustment mechanism^ 
costs associated with the inventory of risers that was ordered in the COI case, the 
replacement of customer-owned risers that are identified as prone to failure, and tite 
replacement of customer-owned service lines that are constructed or installed by Columbia 
as risers or service lines are replaced. The application also asks for accounting authority to 
permit capitalization of Columbia's investment in customer-owned servioe lines and risers 
through assumption of financial responsibility for these facilities and to permit deferral of 
related costs for subsequent recovery through the automatic adjustment mechanism. 
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3. Orders Issued Prior to Hearing 

On July 11, 2007, ihs Commission determined that, "in l i ^ t of the attendant public 
safety concerns, it is important not to dday unnecessarily actions designed to promote 
public safety/' Therefore, the Commission bifurcated the riser case and, at that time, 
considered Colttmbia's proposal to initiate the proposed IRP. (Entry at finding 14.)2 C^ the 
basis of our consideration at that time, we approved the following aspects of the proposal: 

(a) Coltombia's assumption of responsibility for future repair and 
replacement of servioe lines (up to the meter) and risers, where ti^^se 
service lines or risers are actually leaking and ihcrae leaks are 
determined by Colximbia to be hazardous. 

0?) Columbia's replacement, in an orderly and systematic method, over a 
period of approximately tivee years, of all risers that are prone to 
failure, as so identified in the staff report filed on November 24,2006, 
in the COI case. 

(c) Columbia's reimbursement, within a reasonable period after 
submission of appropriate documentation, of those customers who 
have replaced risers or service lines since November 24, 2006, for 
actual, reasonable costs incurred, witii the mawmum reimbursement 
for the replacement of a riser being $500 and with the maximum 
reimbursement for the replacement of a customer service line bdng 
$1,000. 

(d) Columbia's assumption of appropriate rights and responsibilities 
related to any new risers and service lines as those risers or service 
lines are replaced or as reimbursement for replacements are paid. 

(e) Accounting authority for the drfenal of costs related to Columbia's 
inventory of risers and related to the ^proved chaises in 
responsibility, as well as the replacement of risers prone to ^ u r e . 

The Commission also specified, in that entry, certain aspects of Columbia's proposal 
that we were not then deciding. Those aspects included the justness or reasormblaiess of, 
or our possible approval of, tariffs to recover, through an automatic adjustment medianism 
or otherwise, costs associated with the Commission-ordered rtser inventory and 
identification process or with Coliunbia's r^lacement or repair of service lines or risers^ 
Therefore, we made no ultimate deddon to grant or deny Columbia's application tmder 

2 All references to the record relate to the record in the riser case. 
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Section 4929.11, Revised Code. We also made no decision relating to the request for 
accounting authority to permit capitalization of Columbia's investment in service lines and 
risers, the responsibility for the need to repair risers, the process for the remainder of tiie 
proceeding, or any other issues having been raised by the parties. Finally, we stated that we 
made no determination with regard to Columbia's offer to assume responsibility for 
additional risers and service lines beyond those that Columbia was specifically autiuiri^ed 
by that entry to repair or replace based on the need to addj^ss immediate safety issues. 
(Entry, July 11,2007, at finding 23.) 

Applications for rehearing of the Jtdy entry were filed by USP and IGS, along with a 
motion by USP for clarification- The Commission's resultant entry on rehearing granted 
rehearing to limit the approval such tiut Columbia was, at that time, authorized only to 
replace risers that are prone to failure and associated service tines where an associated 
service line is determined by Colixmbia to have a hazardous leak- hi addition^ the 
Commission granted rehearing to require Columbia to reimburse customers for repairs or 
replacement effected after the date of Qxe July entry, thus deleting the termination date on 
reimbursement. (Entry on rehearing, September 12,2007, at findings 13 and 20*) 

B. Summary of the Stipulation and Amended Stiptdation 

According to staff's reply brief, the amended stipulation differs fix>m tite original 
stipulation in only a few, identifiable ways (staff reply at 5). As the amended stipulation is 
the most recent agreement, we vail review it in full. However, as most of the testimony on 
the record pertains to the original stipulation, we will also identify all differences between 
the two documents. 

The amended stipulation is signed by staff and Columbia, as was the origixud 
stipulation, as well as OCC and OPAE. OCC and OPAE were not parties to tite o r i g ^ 
stipulation. The amended stipulation purports to resolve all issues in both the deferral case 
and the riser case. The following is a summary of the major aspects of the amended 
stipulation: 

(1) Columbia should be permitted to c^italize its investment in tiie 
replacement of prone-to-£ulure risers and in the repair and 
replacement of hazardous customer service lines. Columbia sthould 
also be permitted to assimie responsibility for the future maintenance, 
repair, and replacement of hazardous service lines and for dtie 
replacement over a fliree-year period, of prone-to-failure risers. 

(2) Columbia should be permitted to capitalize its investment in risers and 
service lines as they are replaced (including the reimJbtirsement of 
customers for their replacement of such lines or risers, under the terms 
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of the prior entry in the riser case and ather stipulation). Such 
capitalization should include the related depredation^ incremental 
property taxes, and tiie post in-service carrying charges (PBCQ and 
shovdd be recovered througJ\ an IRP rider. 

(3) Columbia should leimburse customers who have contracted with a 
department-of-transportation operator-qualified pliunber (DOT OQ 
plumber) for replacement of a prone-to-failure riser or hazardous 
customer service lines, where the repairs are completed between 
November 24, 2006, and February 28, 2008, and where the request for 
reimbursement is made by September 1, 2008. Such rdmbursement 
should be made within 60 days of tiie request The original stipulation 
provides for payment by chadc or credit to a past due arrearage. The 
amended stipulation requires payment by check. Upon 
reimbursement, the line or riser will become the asset of Coltmibia, 
Columbia will not process any reimbiarsement requests received afi)er 
September 1,2008. 

(4) The original stipulation provides that, by November 30, 2007, 
Columbia would file a pre-filing notice containing estimated IKP rider 
schedules to become effective in May 20(B, based on actual and 
projected data tiuough December 31, 2007. Both the original 
stipulation and the amended stipulation provide that, by February 28, 
2008, Columbia will file an application (updated, in the case of the 
original stipulation), supporting the estabfishment of the level of the 
IRP rider based on actual costs through December 31, 2007. The IRP 
rider will allow the recovery of testing and survey costs deferred in flie 
deferral case, D ^ customer notification and education costs, deferred 
FISCC costs, deferred depreciation, deferred property taxes, and 
related gross receipts taxes. 

(5) By November 30,2008, and on the same schedule in succeeding years, 
Columbia should file a pre-filing notice containing estimated IKP 
schedules for the IRP rider to beccane effective the following May- An 
updated application should be filed by each foUowing February 28, 
reflecting actiaal costs incurred tiirough the end of the preceding year 
and adjusted to reflect the associated gross receipts tax obli^tion. 

(6) Columbia will provide to staff sufficient records to enable staff to 
analyze and audit the filed schedules. Each KP rider rate should 
become effective by May 1 following the February filing unless 
delayed by the Conmussion, found to be unreasonable or ur^ust by 
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staff, or objected to (and not resolved to the satisfaction of flte 
Commission) by a party to the riser case. Eadh rate following the 
initial level will also true up the revenues collected with estimated 
revenues. 

(7) Riser testing and survey costs to be collected shall be adjured to 
exclude work performed in the field that, while not directiy 
recommended by the staff report in the COI case, were economical and 
practicable to perform while crews were deplo)^. These costs consist 
of activities that woidd have been conducted during 2007 in tiie 
absence of the riser survey and tiiat are required imder gas pipdine 
safety (GPS) regtilations. 

(8) PISCC shall be computed, in ti:\e annual IFP rider filings, based on tiiie 
life of the asset upon which it was accrued and shall be deferred on all 
investment between the dates the asset was placed into service (or 
reimbursement of a customer was made) and the date recovery of the 
investment commences. The PBGC rate shall be determined annually 
based on Columbia's weighted cost of debt, exclusive of the equity 
component, and with no compounding. PISCC is to be verified by 
staff. 

(9) Deferred property taxes are to be calculated on all eligible assets at 
Columbia's estimated composite property tax rate. 

(10) Deferred depredation e7q>ense diall be calculated on all eligible assets 
at the applicable. Commission-approved rates. 

(11) Columbia will defer customer notification and education expenses and 
will provide staff (in the original stipulation, this was to be provided to 
the Commission) with suffident records for analysis. Staff retains the 
right to propose that IRP costs to be recovered be amortized for 
recovery over a period longer than one year. 

(12) All deferred expenses for vHtiich Columbia seeks recovery will be 
identified in a separate subaccotmt and will not be sulî 'ect to any 
carrying charges. Annual filings will provide detailed e)q>lanations of 
expenses. 

(13) Columbia's IRP revenue requirement will be recovered from 
customers through a montivly &ced charge to all customers under rate 
schedules SGS, SGTS, FRSGTS, MGS, MGTS, GS, GTS, and FRGTS. 
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The amount of the charge -mil be the quotient of total program costs to 
be recovered divided by the total actual bills rendered to customers 
during the test year. The initial rate is to be set at zero- Cc^ts 
recovered through the ERF rider shall not be recovered through 
distribution base rates. 

(14) Annual IRP filings shall indude a true-up of revenues collected with 
revenue estimated at the completion of ead\ twdve-montii recovery 
period, with any variances to be recognized in a subsequent IRP filing. 

(15) IRP filings that request recovery of costs should indude audited 
accoimting and billir^ records in suffident detail to enable staff arwi 
OCC (OCC was not induded in the original stipulation) to analyze 
Columbia's filing. 

(16) Columbia will work with staff and OCC (OCC was not induded in tiie 
original stipulation) regarding customer notification and educatiorv 
induding changes in responsibility, complaint handling, and 
reimbursement, and will provide drafts of materials prior to printing 
and distribution. 

(17) When Columbia files a distribution rate case, the rate base will indude 
its cimiulative investment in net plant-m-service, induding prone-to-
failure risers and hazardous service line* rep^ed or replaced by 
Columbia, and related deferrals, through the date certain in the 
applicable distribution rate case. Upon authorizatitm by the 
Commission, distribution base rates will provide for recovery of the 
amortization of deferred PISCC, deferred property taxes, and deferred 
depredation expense, as well as related gross receipts taxes, tiurough 
the date certain. The IRP rider will then be adjusted to remove firom 
the rider the impact of those items through the date certain, 

(18) At the time it files its next base rate case, Columbia may seek approval 
of a revised IRP formula fhsA provides for a return on and of its 
investment in service lines and risers, and related exper^es. The 
amended stipulation goes on to say that Colxmibia also may seek 
approval of any amendment to the IRP^ induding a riser material plan, 
and that other signatory parties reserve the right to litigate siidi a 
proposal. 

(19) Individual customers will remain responsible for the mitial installation 
of curb-to-meter service. Columbia shall asstjone the financial 
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responsibility for repair, replacement, and maintenance of service lines 
that have been determined by Columbia to have hazardous leaks. 

(20) After March 1, 2006, only Columbia or its r^resantatives may repair 
or replace a customer service line that Columbia has found, to have a 
hazardous leak. 

(21) Based on a paragraph only found in the amended stipiilation, 
Columbia will submit a riser material plan (RMF) no later than 
February 1, 2008. The KMP will summarize the riser materials to be 
used in the IRP, along with Columbia's rationale. Columbia's 
decisions as to materials will focus on safety but will also consider cost, 
reliability and operational flexibility. If more than one t)rpe of riser 
material is selected, Columbia will also submit to staff, OCC, and 
OPAE the general criteria to be used in determining the drcumstances 
in which each material may be used. Any current party in tiie riser 
case may object to the costs or materials selected, on or before February 
15,2008. 

(22) Under a paragraph only found in the amended stipulation, the 
accotmting provisions of tiie amended stipul^on wiH rK>t apply to 
capital investment incurred after June 30, 2011, vmless otiierwise 
agreed to by the parties and approved by the CommduBsioiu Capital 
investment incurred after that date will not aocrue ¥ISCC and no costs 
(e.g. depredation, property taxes, and gross receipts taxes) related to 
capital investment incurred after that date will be deferred. 

(23) The amended stipulation is conditioned on adoption by the 
Commission in its entirety and without material modification. 

(24) The signatory parties agree tiiat tiie original and amended stipulaticms 
are in the best ir\terest& of aU parties and tuge tiieir adoption by the 
Commission. 

C. Commission Authority 

According to USP and ABC, the Commission may not, as a matter of law, adopt tiie 
stipulation. USP and ABC point, variously, to the Commission's lack of authority over non-
ratepayers and the constitutional grounds of impairment of contracts and unlawful takir^ 
of private property. 
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With regard to authority over non-ratepayers, USP submits that the IRP would resuU: 
in the Conurussion's regulation of non-ratepayers outside of Columbia's taiifi; since a 
landowner who is not a ratepayer (e.g., a landlord) would be prohibited firom repairing his 
own hazardous leak and could not influence Columbia's actions taken in the course of 
effectuating such a repahr. (USP brief at 56-57.) The Commission disagrees with this 
analysis. By supplying his rental property with gas lines, the landlord is inviting his tenant 
to enter into a contract for the delivery of gas services, tmder such terms as tiie provider 
offers. Those terms indude restrictions on the ability of the tenant or landlord to make 
repairs. This is not tantamoimt to the Commission attempting to regulate landlords* 

With regard to the corxstitutional claims, USP, while pointing out ''ttiat the 
Commission does not have authority to dedde constitutioiwl questions," does request that 
we "recognize" that the approadi taken by Columbia's application and the stipulation is 
"fraught with 'legal mine fields/" (USP reply at 25.) Columbia suggests that tiwi 
Commission does not have the "power to detennine the legal rights and liabilities with 
respect to contract rights.,.." (Columbia reply at 11.) 

We agree that traditional constitutional law questions are beyond our authority to 
determine. We do not disagree that our jtirisdiction is limited to that granted to us by 
statute. However, the claim is made that we have no authority to approve tiie proposed 
measures in light of their violation of cor\stitutional strictures. In order to dedde whether 
or not to approve the IRP, as set forth in the application or the amended stipidation, we 
must, of necessity, review and analyze the existing body of law on this subjed. Thus, 
although the questions are constitutional ones, we have no choice but to considcEr tfiem and 
reach condusions, prior to addressing the substance of the proceedings. 

1. Impairment of Contracts 

Both the United States Constitution and the Ohio Constitution prohibit the 
impairment of private contracts by government action. The former operates to prohibit 
states from "enter[ing] into any . . . Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts , . **" U,S. 
Const., Article I, Section 10, Similarly, the Ohio Constitution provides that the "Gaieral 
Assembly shall have no power to pass . . . laws impairii^ the obligation of contracts . . . / ' 
Ohio Const., Article 11, Section 28. 

USP and ABC assert that adoption of the CRP woidd result in unconstitutional 
impairment of its contracts with customers. "[I]f the Commission grants Columbia the 
exdusive authority to perform service line repairs, it would nullify at least 100,000 of USP's 
warranty service contracts." (USP brief at 51.) 

Parties to this proceeding discuss botii the appropriate metiiodology fw analyzing 
contract impairment daims and, also, the appropriate application of such metiiodologjes. 
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We will first discuss and resolve the methodology question and will then discuss and 
resolve its application to the facts at hand. 

(a) Analytical Methodology 

According to USP, the appropriate analysis requires answers to three questions; "(1) 
Has the state law operated as a substantial impairment of a contractual relationship? (2) 
Does the law have a significant and legitimate public p\;irpose, such as remedyir\g a general 
sodal or economic problem? (3) Are tiie means chosen to accomplish the purpose 
reasonable and necessary?" (USP brief at 51, dting Energy Reserves Group, Inc, v, Kamas 
Power and Light Co., 459 US. 400,411-412 {1983].) USP continues its discussion by reference 
to the Mohile-Sierra line of cases, in whidi the United States Supreme Court found that flie 
Federal Power Commission could change the terms of an existing contract for gas servioe 
only where there was an unequivocal public necessity. See United Gas Co, v, McMe Gas 
Corp., 350 U.S. 332 (1956); Federal Pamer Ommissim v. Sierm P a c ^ Power, 350 US. 348 
(1956); Permian Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 US. 747 (1968). 

ABC points out that laws in place at the time and place when a contract is made are 
an inherent part of that contrad. ABC then follows a simtiar approach to that used by USP, 
also asserting that a three-pronged approadt must be followed. However, the three 
questions posed by ABC are "whether tiiere is a contractual relationship, whether a diange 
in law impairs that contractual relationship, and whether the impairment is substantiaL" 
(ABC brief at 22, dting General Motors Corp. t?, Romein, 503 U5.181 [1992].) 

Staff also addresses this issue, starting from ABC's pcnnt regarding fbe inherent 
position of existii\g laws in contracts. It suggests that the corollary is also true. That is, 
contracts include, as implied provisions, not only existing laws but, also, the "reservation of 
essential attributes of sovereign power," The government, thus, "retains adequate authority 
to secure the peace and good order of sodety," (Staff reply at 30-1, dting Home Building & 
Loan Assoc, v. Blaisdell, 290 U5.398 [1934].) Staff also points to an Ohio dedsion, relating to 
franchises granted by the state, in which the court similarly noted tiiat such (xmtracts 
remain "subject to public regidatory authority , . .." Board of Comnmsioners of Franldin 
County V. Pub, UtU, Comm,, 107 Ohio St 442 (1923). Anotiier OWo dedsion dted by staff 
spedfically holds that 

[t]he protection provided by , . . provisions against impairment of contracts 
and taking of property without due process of law must bow to valid police 
power legislation designed to protect public health, safety and wel£are> as long 
as the exerdse of that police power '1?ears a real and substantial rdation to the 
public health, safety, morals or g^ieral welfere of tiie public and if it is not 
tmreasorvable or arbitrary." 
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Ohio Edison Co, v. Power Siting Comm., 56 Ohio St.2d 212,217-8 (1978)(dtations omitted). 

Staff suggests following the three-part test in Energy Reserves Group, which was also 
discussed by USP. However, staff also points out that the first prong of this test also 
requires the consideration of the severity of the impairment and whether tfie industry has 
been subject to prior regulation. (Staff reply at 30-33.) 

Both staff and USP pointed to the test in Energy Reserves Group as a useful analytical 
tool. We too find that it is a dear statement of the law in the a i ^ and note that it has been 
positively referenced by the Supreme Court of Ohio in a decision that followed a similar 
analytical approach. City (ifMiddleknonv, Ferguson, 25 Ohio St3d 71 (1936). We do not find 
that limiting the public purpose prong of the test to circumstances of "unequivocal p\Mic 
necessity," as was discussed in the Mdink-Sierra line of dedsiom, is appropriate here. As 
noted by staff, tiiat line of cases related to the authority of the Federal Energy Reg^tory 
Commission to modify the terms of filed agreements, not to the constitutional argument 
currently before us. Therefore, the Energy Reserves Group test will form the bam for our 
analysis: 

The threshold inquiry is "whether the state law has, in fad, operated as a 
substantial impairment of a contractual relationship." . . . In determining tiie 
extent of the impairment, we are to consider whether the industry the 
complaining party has entered has been regulated in tiie past 

If the state regulation constitutes a substantial impairment, Hxe Skate, in 
justificatiorv must have a significant and legitimate public purpose behind the 
regulation, such as the remedying of a broad and general sodal or economic 
problem 

Once a legitimate public purpose has been identified, the next inqmry is 
whether the adjustmoit of "tiie rights arul responsibilities of oontracting 
parties [is based] upon reasonable conditions and [is] of a duu:acter 
appropriate to the public purpose justifying [tiie legislation's] adoption." 

Energy Reserves Group, 459 U5. at 411-412 (dtations omitted). 

(b) Application of Test 

(1) Parti: Substantial Impairment 

USP argues that the proposed IRP would "dearly constitutel] a substantial 
impairment since it destroys USP's contractual relationship w t h its customers.^ (USaP brief 
at 51-2.) USP's witness, Philip Riley, testified that adoption of the IRP ''would be 
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devastating to USP." He explained that USP has more than 100,000 active contracts with 
natural gas consumers in Columbia's service territory. According to Mr. Riley, each of tiiese 
contracts can be cancelled at any time by the customer. Adoption of tiie IRP would, he said, 
force USP out of business in Ohio. (USP Ex. 2, at 6-7.) USP also argues that, witti regard to 
the service lines (as opposed to the risers), there is no evidence to show that Columbia's 
personnel or equipment are superior to those of plumbers used by USP. USP, it says, has an 
established, functioning sj^tem. Columbia, it contrasts, has no experience repairing Unes 
and has not shown that it will be faster or better. Thus, USP concludes that transferring 
ownership of service lines to Columbia does not meet the public interest exception. (USP 
brief at 52-53.) 

ABC notes that it has existing, valid contracts with appjFoxiniatdy 15,(XX) customers 
in Ohio. (ABC Ex. 3, at 3.) ABC opines that adoption of the stipulation would impair those 
contrads, by allowing Columbia the exdusive right to repair the customer servioe lines. It 
submits that the impairment would be substantial "because it would completely wipe out 
ABC Gas's contractual relationships."' ABC condudes tiiat the Commission should find tiiat 
the plan would violate the proWbition against impairment of contracts. (ABC brief at 22-
23.) 

Columbia disagrees witii the positions taken by ABC and USP, arguir^ that there is 
no uncortstitutional impairmj©nt of contracts in this sdtuatioiL First, it su^ests, there is no 
substantial impairment because the warrantors cover "a plethora of utility Unes...." It also 
points out that the contracts in question only last for a year at a time. Columbia even 
proposes tiiat the warrantors will be benefitted, as they will still receive contract payments 
but will not have to effectuate the repairs. Columbia also notes that the subject matter of 
these contrads is one that is within tiie Commission's jurisdiction, Columbia Cannes that 
approval of the amended stipulation is a reasonable and necessary method for addr^sing a 
tremendous public safety issue. (Coltmtbia reply at 11-13.) 

Staff points out that the warrantors would have other possible business relationships 
with its customers, induding flie coverage of water lines, sewer lines and inside gas lines* 
Staff also notes that, if the warrantors do lose some bufdness, it would only be for part of a 
year, as the contracts in question are for one-year terms. (Staff rqoly at 34,) 

We find that, although the proposal before us would impair existing contracts to 
some extent, titat impairment wovdd not be substantial. This is the case botii because of the 
terms of the contracts and their oover£^e. Testimony at the hearing revealed tiiat USP offers 
other services to their customers, such as in-home water line warranties, in-liome sewer 
warranties, in-home gas Une warranties, in-home dectric Une warranti^, external sewer 
warranties, external water line warranties, and landscape services; and that ABC offers 
coverage of outside water lines ai\d in-home, as well as external gas lines. Further, that 
testimony showed that at least USP has offered to switdi its customers' coverage from 
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extemal gas lines to other lin^. (Tr. H at 119-121; Tr. Ill at 14-16.) Thuis, the warranty 
companies wiU not be deprived entirely of potential bu^ess with their cmrent customers. 
Further, we note that, at least with regard to ABC, the contracts in question are for one-year 
terms. (ABC Ex. 3, at 5.) Because of that fact, no impairment for greater than a year can 
result and, in fact, most of the contracts tiiat will be ^ifeded have remaining terms of less 
than one year. As to the USP c^mtracts, testimony revealed that the contracts may be 
cancelled by the customers at any time (USP Ex. 2, at 7). As USP has no assurance, in one 
month, that any given contrad will be in place for the next month, ti\e loss of that contrad 
as a result of a changed regulatory enviroonment should not be a substantial rcnpairment In 
addition, we cannot find impairment of contracts where tiie contracts themselves were not 
made available for our review. Such contracts might, for example, allow repairs to be made 
by other parties, resulting in no impairment of the contracts but, rather, an impairment of 
the business model used by the warrantors. The business model itself is not constitutionally 
protected. We note, finally, that the CommisMon's gas pipeline safely jurisdiction should be 
no surprise to these companies. They must have been aware, whsn entering into these 
contracts, that the natural gas industry is highly regulated and dangerous. The state's 
regulatory power w t h regard to pipeline safety must be implied in any contrad relating to 
pipeline warranties. 

Under the Energy Reserves Group three-part test, if there is no substardial in^^airment 
of contracts, the remaining two parts need not be addressed. However, altiiough we have 
foimd that there is no substantial impairment of the warranty contracts, we will discuss the 
next aspects of the test. 

(2) Part 2: Public Purpose 

USP discusses the presence of a public piirpose, alti\ough it addresses the question of 
whether there is an "unequivocal public necessity," a standard tiiat we have dedined to 
apply. USP agrees that the safety issues surrounding the field-assembled risers do pose 
such a public necessity, justifying a rapid governmental response. However, USP does not 
agree that there is such a public purpose with regard to oistomer service lines. It points out 
that independent service providers have r^aired lines for one hundred years, with an 
enviable track record. USP opines that there is no evidence to show that customer service 
iines are an existing hazard. (USP brief at 52, dting Tr. IV at 284-285.) 

Staff discusses safety at some length, pointing to its own witness as well as those of 
Columbia and USP. Staff witness Edward Steele testified that Columbia is re^ondble, 
under federal and state law, for the safety of the servioe line, even though the customer 
owns that line. Federal and state requirements give Columbia the responsibility for 
performance of leak surveys, odorization, line locaticHV and cathodic protection (if 
applicable). He opined that safety would be improved by allowix^ Columbia to assume all 
operation, maintenance, and replacement responsibilities for its system, induding s^vice 
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lines and risers. (Staff Ex. 2, at 9-12.) Testifying in support of the stipulation, Mr, Steele 
opined that this approach would result in better oversight by Columbia and a uniform 
approadi to repair and replacement, with dear lines of responstbiHty for the work 
performed, (Staff Ex, 4A, at 5.) Columbia's witr^ss, Michael Ramsey, testified that leaks in 
steel service lines can present significant safety hazards. (Col, Ex. 5, at 2.) USP witness 
Carter Funk agreed that corrosion and bare sted service lines can present a safety hazard. 
(Tr. IV at 93.) Timothy Phipps, witness for USP, confirmed that gas line leaks do cause 
house fires, not only damaging the property in question but also risking neigjiboring 
residences. (Tr. IV at 108-109.) Thus, staff condudes, "the Commission has a ^gnificant 
and legitimate public purpose in regulating the safety of customer service lines as a part of 
the gas pipeline distribution system." (Staff reply at 36.) Columbia similarly claims that it 
has demonstrated that safety would be increased by allowing it to take over re^onsibility 
for maintenance, as set forth in the ERP. (Columbia reply at 12-13,) 

We do find that, even if there were a substantial impmrm^it of the warranty 
contracts in question, we wotdd have a significant and legitimate public purpose in causing 
such an impairment. It is dear to us that leaks in customer service lines, induding gas 
risers, can be a safety hazard. It is also dear to us that proper maintenance of sudi tines and 
fuU compliance with federal and state safety regulations is made more difficult by 
ownership and responsibility being held by different entities, as, amcmg other ttdngs, 
Columbia, under the existing approach, has no ability to train the repair persotmel, to 
supervise the actual repair process, or to ensure imiformity in the approach to repair and 
maintenance. We are also concerned that, where responsibility for the cost of repair is left 
with customers, those customers may be reluctant to report a suspected leak. We believe 
that customers may report the odor of gas more readily if they are assured that Columbia 
will repair any problem mthout the antidpation of an out-of-pocket payment by the 
customer. We believe that adoption of the amended stipidation is likdy to result in a safer 
system, overall. Increasing public safety, as it relates to the gas distribution i^stem, is 
critical. 

(3) Part 3: Suitability to Purpose 

USF argues that no evidence shows that Columbia has superior personnel or 
equipment, has any experience repairing tines, that it will provide faster or better service, or 
that its work will differ in any way from tiie work of the technidans servicing lines today. 
(USP brief at 52-53, dting Tr. IV at 141.) Thus, USP does not bdieve that tiie IRP will 
reasonably address any public interest. 

Staff witness Steele spelled out many ways in which approval of the ERF would 
improve public safety. He asserted that Columbia would have better contrcd over the 
quahty of work being performed, that hazardous Unes and risers could be repaired more 
effidently, that materials used could be verified, that a tmifqnn Une of demarcation would 
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be established, and that Columbia would have complete responsibility for all pipelines 
regulated by federal pipeline safety regulations. (Staff Ex. 2, at 8-12.) 

We find that tiie ERP does appropriately address tiie need to improve public safety in 
the gas distribution system. We recognize the expertise of staff witness Steele and agree 
with his rationale. We find it entirely reasonable that public safety will be improved by 
assigning maintenance responsibility to tiie party who carries the legal responsibiUty for 
complying with safety regulations. We also find that it is appropriate to allow that party to 
supervise the selection of workers, the materials to be used, and the work actually 
performed. 

As adoption of the amended stipulation and, therefore, the IRP will not be an 
imconstitutional impairment of contracts, we are not prohibited, on that basis, from 
considering it. 

2. Takint^ of Property 

The United States Constitution and the Ohio Constitution also prohibit the taking of 
private property without just compensation- U.S. Const., Amendment V; Ohio Const, 
Artide I, Section 19. 

USP asserts that adoption of the IRP would result in an uncoi^stitutional taking of its 
contract rights and of its service lines. Witii regard to the contract rights, C ^ explains that 
"[cjontract rigjits can constitute property protected against government taking without just 
compensation where such rights are directiy appropriated for public use." (USP brief at 53, 
dting Ohio Valley Adver. Corp. v. Linzell, 168 Ohio St, 259 [19581.) USP contends tiiat 
adoption of the IRP would cause its contracts to be of no value and would allow tiie 
Commission to regulate and oversee such lines, thereby directly benefitting the 
Commission. With regard to the alleged improper taking of service lines, USP contends 
that the IRP would transfer ownership of service lines to Columbia. (USP brief at 53-55.) 

ABC discusses tiiis issue <Mily witti regard to the occupation of individual 
landowners' property- ABC notes that ownership does not have to be transferred in order 
for a regulatory taking to occur. Rather, oompaisation, ABC esqplains, must be paid if a 
regulation "frustrates property rights." (ABC brief at 18, dting Loretio v. Teleprompter 
Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 VS. 419 [1982].) Considering the question of how to find such 
frustration of property rights, ABC looks to a dedsion of the Supreme Court of Ohio tiiat 
found per se takings where either the owner suffered a permanent physical invaaon of his 
property or the regulation completely deprived the owner of all economically beneficial use 
of tiie property. (ABC brief at 18, dting State ex rel Shelly Materials, Inc. v. Cbrk Cty. Bd, of 
Commrs., 115 Ohio St.3d 337 [2007].) 
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Columbia, in response, asserts that the imconstitutional taking daim is one that can 
only be made by the property owner at the time of the taking. (Columbia teply at 9,) 
Columbia goes on to disagree with the substance of the argument, pointing out that "̂ thc 
location of fadlities for service to a customer on a customer's property is a condition of 
service." It also contends that the legitimate ^erdse of police power, sudi as for 
preservation of public safety, is an exception to the requirement that compensation must be 
paid in the event of a taking of private property, pointing a state appelate court dedalon. 
(Columbia reply at 10-11, dting Andres v. City ofPerryshurg, 47 Ohio App3d 51 [1988],) 

Staff also disagrees with this daim of unconstitutionality. First, staff notes that there 
is no permanent physical occupation in tiiis situation, as there was in tfie Loretto case relied 
upon by ABC. (Staff reply at 39, 41-44.) Staff goes on to emphasize tiiat governmental 
intrusion on a person's property does not necessarily result in a compensable taldr^. If it 
did, then, as the Supreme Court stated, the govearunent would be compelled to regulate by 
purchase. Andrus v. Allard, 444 US. 51 (1979). Staff suggests that various factors have been 
used to determine whether a regulation constitutes a compensable taking, sudi as the 
economic impact of the regulation on the party seeking compenaaHon, tiie extent to whidi 
the regulation has interfered with distind investment-backed expectations, and tfie 
charader of the govenunent action. Applying those fadors, staff believes that tiiare is little 
or no economic impad on customers, tiiat there is no interference with investment-backed 
expedations, that the regulation would improve public safety, and that the regulation does 
not deny customers any use of their property. (Staff reply at 40^1.) 

We find that the proposed ERP would not result in a compensable takir^ of private 
property. First, with regard to USP's daim that the regulation would result in a taking of its 
contract rights, we note that no contrad rights are being directiy appropriated for public 
use. In addition, we do not believe that USP's contracts will be of no value after adoption of 
the IRP, as discussed above witii regard to impairment of contracts. Finally, we stress that 
adoption of the IRP is not a ^Ijenefit" to tiie Commission, as argued by USP, as tius 
Commission already has regulatory supervision authority over pipdine safety matters. 

With regard to the d^ms by both USP and ABC that this would be a compensable 
taking of property rights of customers, we find no taking at all- First of all, tiie JSP would 
not, as asserted by USP, "transfer" ownership to Columbia- Only lines repaired or replaced 
by Columbia would belong to Columbia. Second, and most important, no homeowner is 
obligated to allow Columbia to enter the homeowner's private property or to install its 
repair parts on that property. The property owner is welcome to dioose not to have those 
repairs made and to eliminate gas service entirely. This is, as correctiy described by staff, a 
condition of service, U the property owner wishes to continue to receive gas servioe, then 
the owner will need to allow Columbia to make repairs. Thus, the IRP would m^ take from 
the property owner the right to make decisions concerning the property. That rigjit remains 
with the property owner. Further, even for the sake of argument, if adoption of the IRP 
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would result in a taking of private property, we note that the customer is being adequatdy 
compensated. In place of a leaking servioe line the customer will have use of a functional 
service line. 

We do believe, however, that Columbia shoidd, upon request by the customer, work 
with the customer regarding location, relocation, and, maimer of installation of the servioe 
line, to the extent feasible under GPS regulations, Coltmibia's tariff, and Columbia's 
procedures, 

D. Disputed Issues in the Amended Stipulation 

USP, ABC, and IGS raise a number of spedfic i^ues regarding the content of tiw IRP. 
We will group these issues, in the following discussion, for effective conaderation-

1. Issues Relating to Riser Replacement 

(a) Reimbursement for Customers^ Repairs 

IGS and USP express concern over various aspeds of the proposal that Columbia 
would reimburse customers, under certain circumstances, for their replacement of prone-to-
failure risers. IGS argues that, contrary to the stated intent of the stipulation, iitqH)sing an 
arbitrary cutoff date for customers to arrange for tfieir own riser replacements will not ease 
concerns regarding the scardty of DOT OQ plumbers to make ti:M>se replacements or the 
prices that such plumbers might charge during times of scarce resources. Ratiier, IGS 
believes that the imposition of a cutoff date would worsen any such problems. In addition, 
IGS points out that price pressures are resolved by the indusion of a cap on tiie dollar 
amount of allowable rdmbursement (IGS brief at 3-4.) 

Pointing out that the Commis^on's entry on rehearing in the riser oise diminated a 
prior deadline on reimbursable customer repairs, IGS also complains that the IRP would 
grant Columbia preferential treatment by allowing it a three-year time period in which to 
make repairs, while property owners choosing not to use Columbia's personnd would have 
only until February 28, 2008.3 IGS believes that there is no justification for imposing an 
arbitrary cutoff date for customer repairs. ''[A] customer with a riser that is prone to failure, 
or whose safety is otherwise potCTitiaDy compromised by a hazardous service Une, should 
be afforded the greatest possible latitude and choice in addressing these concerns in their 
time frame, not Columbia's three year schedule." Similarly, IGS does not believe tiiat 
reimbursement requests made after September 1,2008, should be rqeded. (KS brief at 4-5; 
IGS reply at 1-3 and 5-6.) 

This brief was, of course, filed on Dececnber 31,2007, prior to ihe additional procedural steps necessitated 
by the filing of the amended stipulatioi. 
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IGS also asks that the Commission ensure tiiat repairs or replacements effectuated 
through a consimier's warranty company would also be reimbursable. (IGS brief at 5.) 

USP indicates that customers with pione-to-failure risers will not be able to ensure that thdr 
risers are immediately replaced but wiU, instead, have to wait for Columbia to reach them. 
USP suggests that the only reason for a cutoff date for customer replacement of such risers 
"is to ensure that Columbia gets a monopoly on repair." (USP reply at 2,) 

Columbia responds to these concerns, statir^ that the cutoH dates are neitiier 
arbitrary nor unreasonable. It asserts that the date was chos«\ to correlate witii tiie start of 
the IRP. Quoting language from the Commission's July 11, 2007, entry; Columbia asserts 
that the existence of a deadline is a reasonable, IS-month period in which customers could 
act on their own if they feel that immediate action is necessary. 

Although Columbia correctiy quotes our discussion in the July 11, 2(K)7, entry, 
Columbia did not mention the reversal of that amdusion by our erdry on rdhearing of 
September 12, 2007. la that later entry, we recognized that "some customers may . , , be 
imwilling to wait for repairs until Columbia is in a position to address tfieir property. 
Thus," we continued, "some customers may wish to make their own repairs. They ^ouid 
not be penalized for that effort." We also noted our awareness that "the entire repair 
process may be accelerated by allowing individtials to [arrange for] repairs an. their own 
property." We concluded that our prior approval of Columbia's proposed cutoff date 
should be "modified sudi that any customer witii a riser prone to failure, who replaces that. 
riser or repairs or replaces both that riser and an associated service line that has a hazardous 
leak, will be reimbursable by Columbia . . , even if the repairs or replacement are effected 
after tiie date of the July entry/' Entry on rehearing, at finding 20, We find no evidence ia 
the record that would cause us to modify our conclusion on this point, nor was tttat 
conclusion subjected to an application for rehearing. Therefore, ttie provisions in tiie 
stipulation that would have tiie effect of negating our prior condiasion, altiiough not 
plurased as such, will be of no effect. Any customer vrfio does not wish to wait for 
Columbia to replace a prone-to-failure riser, or a prone-to-feilure riser and associated 
service line that has a hazardous leak, may arrange for the replao^nent or repair through a 
DOT OQ plumber and be assured of rdmbursement, as previously set forth in our entry on 
rehearing. However, we also note that, in a filing made on February 15, 2006, Columbia 
stated that it currentiy expects that the cost of a fuU liser replacement wiU be $385 and that 
the cost of a riser repair using a ServiSai fitting will be $330. Customs reimbursement 
should be limited to those levels, for all riser repairs or r^laceinents made after the date of 
this opinion and order. As we noted in our ^itry on rehearing, in order to assist Columbia 
in its effort to track riser installation and usage, the Commission would advise customers 
who wish to replace or repair a prone-to-failure riser through a DOT OQ plumber to contact 
Columbia prior to arranging for such repair. 
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We also note tiiat IGS has again raised the question of wheth^ Coluinhia would 
reimburse for repairs effectuated through a line warrantor. As we stated in the September 
12,2007, entry on rehearing, Columbia shall, in that situation, r^mburse ti:ie customer up to 
the amoxmt of any payment made by the customer. These proceedings are not tite 
appropriate forum for resolution of any dispute between Columbia and a warrantor as to 
coverage of the remainder of the cost. 

(b) Customer Notificaticm 

USP dedares that "the greatest flaw with either the Application or the Stipulation is 
the failin-e to promptly inform the individual members of the public at risk dir^rtiy of die 
Design-A riser." It proposes that individuals who are at risk should be notified of the 
situation. (USP brief at 32-33.) 

Responding to this concern, Coliunbia reassures USP that it has 1?een prudent and 
maintained a constant levd of communication between it and customers informing tiiem of 
safety concerns presented by prone to failure risers." It goes on to catalog the various 
notices that were forwarded to customers, induding an explanatory lettCT to all customers 
in March and April of 2(X)7; a second mailing of the same letter, in May of 2007, to 
customers having prone-to-failure risers, whidi mailing was halted after ttie July 2007 entry 
was issued and was resumed in September of 2007. Columbia also recounts having issued 
press releases, having posted information on its website and on its phone system, and 
having left door hangers on affected properties. (Colimribia reply at 15-16.) 

In our September 12,2007, entry on xdieaiing, at finding 20, we ordered (Zolimibia to 
inform all of its customers with prone-to-failure risers that they were aH^ied by this issue. 
Columbia's efforts at notification of its customa^, as set fcath in its rq^ly brief, reflect 
prudent and appropriate notification of customers as to the nature of the problem and the 
possible rectifying actions that could be takeru Thus, we do not find a prdblem with the 
proposal in this area. Columbia shotdd continue to apprise its affeded customers of 
ongoing developments related to tiieir risers. 

(c) Three-Year lime Frame 

USP advises that "the Commission must determine whetiier ColumWa's ttiree-year 
timeframe for replacing the prone-to-failure risers in its service territory is acceptable." It 
points out that, while Columbia has claimed that three years is the minimimi time in \dudi 
the repairs can be accomplished, Columbia has not sul^tantiated that daim. Columbia has 
not, says USP, provided any studies or time lines to prove its estimate. In addition, USP 
notes ti\at the possible use of a partial replacement technique may shorten the required time 
for completion. By USP calculations, if each DOT OQ plumber listed on Columbia's 
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approved list would replace two of the affected risers each day, the task would be 
completed in six months. (USP brief at 34-35.) 

USP is correct tiiat proof of the appropriate time period is not in the recoxdL Thus, 
the Commission is not in a position to evaluate Coliombia's position. We are, therefore, 
ordering Columbia to work with Commission staff regarding its sdieduling of riser 
replacement work, attempting to identify and take advantage of d l possible effidaides that 
do not result in loss of quality. As we have previously stated, tins is a matter of the greatest 
public safety and must be completed as quickly as is possible. 

(A) Materials to be Used 

USP is also concerned ttiat Columbia had not, at the time its bridf was filed, reached 
condusions regarding the best method for repladng the prone^o-failure risers. (USP brief 
at 33-34.) We note, in this regard, that the amended stipulation resolves this problem by 
adding the RMP. 

2. Transfer of Responability for Service Lines 

The application, as well as the amended stipidation, proposes the transfer of 
maintenance responsibility for the service line from ti:ie customer, whose property is served 
by that line, to Columbia. Certain of the intervenois disagree with tiiat transfer. We will 
review, first, the arguments in favor of a transfer of responsibility and the responses to 
those arguments. We will then consider the arguments oppo^ung the transfer, followed by 
responses to those arguments-

(a) Arguments Advocating Responsibility Transfer 

Columbia asserts that it is prudent and necessary to approve the IRP, thereby 
granting Columbia resporwibility for the maintenance, repair, and replacement of service 
lines. It dtes, first, its belief that approval of the IRP will improve its ability to inclement 
the GPS regulations. Coltunbia points out that its prindpal obligation under the GPS 
regulations is to advise customers of their obligations f6r maintaiance and i^air , because it 
does not own the Unes. As a pipeline operator, it is responsible for conducting inspections 
and testing service lines. However, in ti\e event that a leak is discovered tiirot^ those 
efforts, all Columbia can do is terminate service, leaving the customer without service, 
inconveruenced by the need to repair the line, and forced to pay for unantidpated, costiy 
work. Columbia also points to its inability to test failed equipment that is owned by 
customers (Tr. II at 99) and its lack of detailed records relating to customer-owned service 
lines. All of these problems would be r^olved through approval of the IRP, according to 
Columbia, thus enhandng customer safety and enabling fulfillment of Columbia's 
responsibilities under state and federal laws. (Columbia brief at 9,12-14.) 
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Columbia maintains that bare steel service lines are, at tim^, serious safety hazards. 
It asserts that witnesses for boti\ USP and Coltunbia testified that leaking bare sted service 
lines can cause catastrophic evens, endangering the customer and neighbors (Tr. IV at 93; 
Tr. I at 107). It points to testimony relating to hazards caused by ©ccavation or dig-ins (Tr, 
Tr. in at 26). Columbia also attempts to analogize service line leaks with its own e)q>erience 
relating to corro^on leaks on company service lines where, in 2006, nine percent of tixe leaks 
were hazardous. Columbia believes that imiform management by Columbia is tiie best 
method for addressing such problems. (Columbia brief at 14-15.) 

Staff recommends allowing Columbia to assimne responsibilily for maintenance and 
repair of hazardous customer service lines, on the basis of testimony by its witness, Edward 
Steele, the chief of the Commission's Gas Pipeline Safety Section, Mr, Stede testified to the 
following benefits of the IRP: results in improved quality control rdating to service line and 
riser installation, ensures proper riser installation^ provides improved documentation for 
record-keeping and failure testing, provides more effident repair, fadlitates sin^e-trip 
repair work, provides verification of materials, eliminates dedsion-making by customers, 
allows for uniform Hne of demarcation between areas tmder responsibility of company or 
customer, and gives Columbia complete responsibility for all pipelines regulated by GPS 
regulations. (Staff brief at 11-12, dting Staff Ex, 2, at 8-9.) 

ABC submits that Columbia has failed, with these arguments, to establish ttiat the 
current system is unsafe in the aggregate. It also suggests tirnt Columbia has failed to 
explain how its repair process under ttie IRP wovdd differ from the current system and, 
thereby, lead to mcreased safety. (ABC reply at 3-4.) ABC spedfically disagrees with the 
contention that the IRP would give Columbia greater control over materials, processes, and 
documentation of repairs in customer service lines. It points out that Columbia already 
controls the materials used in such repairs and alieady can reject repair work done cm tiiose 
lines. (ABC brief at 12, dting Tr. I at 68-69.) It also notes that Columbia ahready has the 
ability to document work done on service lines. (ABC brief at 12, dting Tr. I at 50,70-71.) 
ABC also does not believe that customers are confused by jmvate owi\ership. ft also 
suggests that Columbia could, if customers are confused, undertake an education or notice 
program, thereby alleviating the problem, ABC is concerned that the IKP would adually 
resiilt in increased confusion, since Columbia would not have reeponsfltnlity for interior 
lines or other downstream Unes (such as service to a gas grill), (ABC brief at 1()-12.) 

USP also disagrees that launching the IRP wotdd increase customer safety, raising 
severed arguments. First, USP notes that Coltunbta's own estimate would have it r^ ladng 
approximately 033 percent of all service lines annually. IBP asks how sudi a small number 
could amount to a "pressing safety issue." (USP reply at 3.) USP points out that 
Columbia's own witness could not recall any instance in which a service line had a 
catastrophic failure. (Jr. I at 49.) IBP pointed out that tiiere was no evidence of incr^sing 
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rates of deterioration or of superior practices by Colimtbia's employees. USP also contends 
that the IRP would not result in improved implemaitation of GPS regulations, improved 
ability to maintain records, or improved supervi^on of plumbers. (LSP reply at 3-8.) 

USP also states that the IRP would not eliminate confusion, noting that no evidence 
proved the existence of customer confu^on. On the other hand, according to USP, fhare is 
evidence that customers are not currentiy confused, since Columbia itself advises customers 
to repair leaks through DOT OQ plumbers and Qjlumbia's website also provides such 
information (Tr. IV at 147-148). In addition, USP notes, the yellow pages provide 
information on available plumbers. USP contends that the IRP will lead to confij^cm by 
creating different zones of responsibility and ownership and by difiering from the 
treatment of similar lines that are located in other areas of Ohio. (USP brief at 45-49-) 

In addition, USP spedfically disagrees witii die benefits listed by Mr. Stede. Wth 
regard to quality control, USP points out that the IRP would not give Columbia any control 
over installation of new lines, that it already has control over the approved materials list 
and the approved plumbers list, and that it currentiy inspect aU work. Regarding 
improved documentation, USP notes that Columbia cotild, under the present system^ keq? 
any records it deems necessary. USP also contends that the IRP would not create any repair 
effidendes. Rather, USP reasons, the IRP would eliminate customer choice, eliminate 
competition, and insert an additional level of bureaucracy. USP also disputes Columbia's 
rationale that its proposal must be effident because it would coat less than a standard 
service line warranty, pointing out that Columbia would charge all customers instead of just 
cost-causers. With regard to Mr. Steele's next point, USP argues that ColumUa's 
convenience in having to make only one trip should not be a consideration. As to material 
verification, USP posits that Columbia's likely use of independent contractors and reduction 
in inspections will result in lessened material verification. Customer dioice;, as to who to 
hire for repairs or whether to purchase a warranty, is vital, in USP's opinion, USP also 
disagrees that the IRP would result in a dearer line of demarcation than tiie current system 
and believes that Columbia already has complete responsibility for pipelines. (USP Ex. 2, at 
10; USP brief at 49-51; USP reply at 8-14.) 

IGS disputes the safety daim, as well. It points out that, under the current system, all 
repairs would be made by DOT OQ pltmnbers and would be inspected by Columbia. (IGS 
reply at 4-5.) 

(b) Arguments Opposing Req>onsibility Transfer 

(1) Dissimilaritv with Risers 

ABC opines that Columbia has foiled to prove that the public interest would be 
served by Columbia's taking responsibility for maintenance of customer service lines. ABC 
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stresses that, imlike prone-to-failure risers, such lines "have no propensity fiwr sudden 
catastrophic failure." Therefore^ ABC believes that customer service lines do not repres^fit a 
hazard to the public. It points out that, instead, the slow decay that service lines do 
experience has led to tiie development of the line warranty industry and ttiat private 
ownership of service lines has worked well for dghty years. (ABC brief at 6-8.) 

I In its reply brief, ABC continues this argument, asserting tiuit (Columbia has foiled to 
' show that the development of hazardous leaks in servioe lines "in the aggregate pose[s] a 
I widespread threat warranting wholesale response." ABC argues that the repair process will 

not differ in any way that will lead to increased safety. (ABC reply at 3-4.) 

USP similarly disputes the need for Columbia to take control of service Bne rq)aiis, 
suggesting that there is no reason to treat the riso: problem and the service lines in the same 

I manner. (USP brief at 30.) It points out that the record reflects no evidence of safety issues 
assodated with customer service lines. USP refers to testimony by its witnesses. Carter 
Funk and Timothy Phipps, both of who explained that customer service line leaks generally 
occur, in metal lines, due to metal corrosion and, in plastic lines, due to shifting, improper 
installation, or damage from digging. USP noted that neither staff nor Columbia presented 
evidence of a public "damor" over service line safety. (USP brief at 38-42; USP reply at 4.) 

Columbia notes that federal and state GPS regulations apply to all fadlities, 
induding service lines and risers. The ERP, as it argues, would give it req>onsibLlity for 
those lines covered by tiie GPS ndes, (Columbia reply at 19-20.) 

(2) Inspection 

ABC also points out that the IRP would result in fewer safety diecks than the current 
system. Presentiy, all service line repairs, after being made by a DOT OQ plumber, are 
inspected by Columbia. ABC points to Columbia testimony stating that there would be no 
third-party inspection under the IRP. ABC contends that this loss would result in 
diminished safety. (ABC brief at 8-9; ABC reply at 4-5.) 

USP also asserts that third-party inspections, whidi would be eliminated under the 
IRP, add a significant levd of safety. It points to testimony by witnesses Punk and Hiipps, 
both of whom testified that Columbia's inspection of t^a i rs is a valuable "dieck and 
balance," even for the best plumbers. USP notes that Columbia's proposal would indude 
only occasional, random audits of repair work. (USP brief at 42-45.) 

Columbia points out that it currentiy performs inspections in oompliaxice with all 
applicable regulations. Under DRF, it states, fidd supervisors will make daily field visits, 
service technicians will perform periodic quality assurance diedcs, a construction 
coordinator will monitor all contractors' work, and the company will conduct a formal 
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audit program to inspect one-third of operating locations on an annual basis. (Columbia 
brief at 15, dting Col. Ex. 5, at 2-3.) In addition, Columbia explains that the reason for its 
present inspection of every repair made by third-party pliunbers is that many of tiiose 
plumbers take short-cuts and Columbia remains responsible for ensuring safety. Columbia 
submits that, wiih better managerial oversight and contractual control, inspection of every 
job will not be necessary. Fin^y, Columbia notes that the current system of in^>ections 
suffers from various problems, such as the plumber not being present, use of plumbers who 
are not on the DOT OQ list, and the inability of Columbia to access completed repairs for 
inspection. (Columbia brief at 15-20.) 

Similarly, staff indicates that the current inspection system is necessitated by the 
quality of the third-party plumbers. With Columbia in the position of managing the work, 
there should be greater uniformity and dearer oversight, according to staff. (Staff reply at 
16-17.) 

(3) Class 3 Leaks 

ABC and USP contend that the IRP would le^en public safety by creating a category 
of leaks (dass 3 leaks) that would not be repaired by anyone, tt notes that, under the 
application, Coliunbia wotdd not l>e required to repair sudi leaks, as long as they remain at 
that level, and that the customer would not be allowed to do so. Under the stipulation, on 
the other hand, the responsibility for dass 3 leaks would remain with tiie customer, 
according to ABC and USP, confusing the situation and creating a disincentive for tiie 
customer to repair tiie leak since Colunibia will repair it for free if the customer allows it to 
remain uncorrected. (ABC brief at ^10; ABC reply at 5; USP brief at ^ . ) 

Columbia explains that it will grade all leaks, as required by applicable regulations. 
Under the amended stipulation it would, it continues, repair only hazardous leaks, leaving 
grade 3 leaks to be monitored. Columbia assures that customers could dioose to repair 
such leaks on their own. (Columbia reply at 16-17.) 

(c) Commission Resolution 

Evidence in the record reflects that, while service line leaks are generally not 
catastrophic, they are often categorized as hazardous and can present significant safety 
hazards and do have the potential to cause catastrophic damage to tiie customer's properly 
or neighboring properties (Col. Ex. 5, at 2; Tr. I at 107-108). Therefore, we find that it is 
appropriate and reasonable, in an effort to improve tiie level of public safety, to shift 
responsibility for maintenance and repair of service lines to Columbia, in addition to 
requiring Columbia to replace prone-to-fatiure risers. 
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With regard to the regularity of in^>ections under the IRP, we find that Columbia's 
proposal is reasonable. Columbia plans to require regular training and education of the 
employees and contractors doing the repair work and wiU be supervising those workers in 
the field. We find, tiierefore, that the la<i of inspection of every repair is not problematic. 

Finally, we are not troubled by the treatment of grade 3 leaks. Sudi leaks are, as the 
name signifies, not hazardous. Columbia is required to continue to monitor thdr status. If 
such a leak becomes hazardous it will no longer be a grade 3 leaik and will be repaired. This 
is a reasond?le approach and appropriately minimizes Coltunbia's intrusion on the 
property of its ctistomers. 

We do note, however, that the proposed tariffs that are induded as a part of the 
amended stipulation do not require Columbia to make repairs on any particular sdiedule. 
We find that, if customers are required to allow Columbia to make all repairs of hazardous 
leaks on the customer service line, Columbia should be required to complete those repairs 
in an expeditious manner. Therefore, the amended ta r i^ should set forth reasonable 
restrictions on the time to be taken by Columbia for repairing such lines. Columbia ia 
directed to work with Commission staff to develop appropriate tariff language. 

E. Evaluation of the Stipulation 

Rule 4901-1-30, Ohio Administrative Code, authorizes parties to Commission 
proceedings to enter into a stipulation. Although not binding on the Commission, the tains 
of such an agreement are accorded substantial wdgjit. See Consumers' Counsd v. Pub. UHH. 
Comm., 64 Ohio St.3d 123, at 125 (1992), citing Mron v. Pub. UiU, Comm., 55 Ohio St2d 155 
(1978). 

The standard of review for con^dering the reasonableness of a stipulation has been 
discussed in a number of prior Commission proceedings. See, e.g., Gndrmati Gas & Electric 
Co., Case No. 91-410-EL-AIR (April 14,1994); Western Reserve Telephone Co., Case No. 93-230-
TP-ALT (March 30, 1994); Ohio Edison Co., Case No. 91^98-EL-FOR et al. (December 30, 
1993); Cleoeland Electric Bum. Co., Case No, 8S-170-EL-AIR Qanuary 30,1989); Rjestatement of 
Accounts and Records (Zimmer Plant), Case No. 84-1187-EL-UNC (November 26,1985). The 
ultimate issue for our consideration is whetiier the agreement, which embodies 
considerable time and effort by the signatory parties, is reasonable and shotdd be adopted. 
In considering the reasonableness of a stipulation, the Commission has used the following 
criteria: 

(1) Is the settiement a product of serious bargaining among capable, 
knowledgeable parties? 
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(2) Does the settiement, as a package, benefit ratepayers and the pubUc 
interest? 

(3) Does the settlement package violate any important regulatory 
prindple or practice? 

The Supreme Court of Ohio has endorsed the Commission's analysis uang these 
criteria to resolve issues in a manner economical to ratepayers and public utilities. Indus. 
Energy Consumers of Ohio Power Co. v. Puh. Util. Comm., 68 Ohio St3d 559 (1994) (citing 
Consumers' Counsel, supra, at 126). The court stated in that case that the Commission may 
place substantial weight on the terms of a stipulation, even though the stipulation does not 
bind the Commission (Id.). 

As each of these criteria is debated by ttie parties, we will proceed to a discussicin of 
the argument and otir resolution. 

1. Serious Bargaining 

Columbia asserts that the amended stipulation is tiie product of serious bargaining 
among capable, knowledgeable parties. It recounts settlement efforts among all XKorties of 
record, initiated by Columbia. Columbia admitted that, after USP and ABC stated that they 
would not support any settiement in i\4iich Columbia would assume responsibility for 
maintenance of service lines, no further efforts were made witit those parties. Ongoing 
settlement discussions did not indude USP or ABC. Columbia argues that thdr 
partidpation was not necessary, as it would have beai a "vain act." Columbia notes that it 
did continue negotiations with IGS, as well as with OCC and OPAE, and points out that 
OCC and OPAE ultimatdy agned the amended stipulation, thereby garnering the support 
of representatives of a -wide range of interests, broadly representative of the interests of 
ratepayers, (Columbia reply at 3-6.) 

Staff, agreeing with Columbia's condusion on this criterion, points out that all parties 
in the case are capable and knowledgeable and that the amended stipulation was executed 
by the natural gas utility, residential consum^%, and staff of the state regulatory ageiKy. 
Staff notes that the ordy opposition was from the warrantors. (Staff brief at 7-9.) StefE also 
contends that all parties had an opportunity to partidpate meaningfully in the process. 
(Staff reply at 6-9.) 

USP, on the other hand, believes that the amended stipulation is not the product of 
serious bargaining since it fails to have the sup^r t of the warranty service providers and 
plumbers and the property owners, as the "parties" with the most at risk. It contends tfiat 
"Columbia and tiie staff are bargaining over their respective interests in convenienoes; 
serious bargaining over property owner choice, property rigtits, contractual r ^ t s , and the 
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right to pcirtidpate in a competitive buaness as opposed to a newly created monopoly did 
not take place in this case." USP suggests that tiie "reason for the serious bargaining 
standard is to prevent a cabal of interests from getting togdher and seeking their goals at 
the sole expense of anottier unwilling party." (USP brief at 18-20; USP reply at 14-16.) 

There is no dispute among the parties tiiat initial settlemeait discussions involved all 
of the parties, including those opposing the ultimate stipulation. There also \s no dispute 
among the parties that USP and ABC did not seek or initiate any settiement discussions 
after Odober 17,2008, because tiiey thought it was futile to continue negotiations based on 
their understanding that ndther Columbia nor the Commission staff would accept a 
stipulation without Colimibia assuming exdusive responsibility for the future maintenance, 
repair, and replacement of hazardous customer service lines. Indeed, these facts are 
induded in tiie agreement as to facts, filed on February 4, 2008. While it is true, as the 
parties stipulated, that some settiement discussions did not indude ABC or USP and tiiat 
discussions with IGS were very limited, the partis also stipulated, in effect, that they 
appeared to have irreconcilable positions. USP and ABC would not aanept a stipulaticm in 
which Columbia was assuming exdusive responsibility for the future mmntenance, repair 
and replacement of hazardous customer service lines and that was unacceptable to 
Columbia and the staff of the Commission, (Agreement as to facts at 2,3, and 5.) With that 
in mind, we find that it was not necessary to continue to invite all parties to partidpate in 
discussions. 

No one possesses a veto over stipulations, as this Commission has noted many times. 
Additionally, those involved in the continuing discussions, and who tdtimatdy became 
signatories to the amended stipulation, represent diverse interests induding the buyers, 
sellers, and regulators of natural gas service. We would also note that, regardless of 
whether parties signed a stipulation or not, we have considered t h ^ arguments and 
positions on issues. Under these facts, we find the amended stipulation was tiie result of 
serious bargaining among capable, knowledgeable parties and that the first criterion has 
been met. 

2. Benefit to Customers and tiie Public hiterest 

As discussed previously, staff testified as to numerous ways in which the IRP would 
provide benefits to customers and to the public at large. Staff believes tiiat fliw IRP, as set 
forth in the amended stipulatiorv would enhance public safety and would be of assistance 
to customers in avoiding the needs to finance expensive repairs and to dioose and oversee 
repair personnel. Staff stresses that Coliunbia is in a better position than customers to make 
appropriate safety determination and decisions regarding repairs. It also omtenda that ttie 
cost recovery medianism set forth in the amended stipulation is practicable and reasonable, 
containing appropriate regulatory accounting and econoimc safeguards to protect the 
public interest, while allowing Columbia to recover its inor^nental IRP costs. Sudi 
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safeguards, while a part of the amended stipulation, were not induded in Columbia's 
application. Importantiy, the amended stipulation, according to staff, indudes a sunset 
provision such that the accotmting provisions woidd cease at the completion of the IRP 
program. Further, the amended stipulation also ensures the exdusion of costs associated 
with work required by GPS regulations that Columbia would have performed absent the 
riser survey and, also, the prevention of double recovery. Staff has the right, under the 
amended stipulation, to propose amortization over longer than one year, tiierday 
moderating the impact of IRP costs on rates. The amended stipidation enhances acoountir^ 
and reporting requirements in order to ensure that staff can appropriately evaluate and 
verify induded costs and, in addition, requires an independent audit The accrual of 
carrying charges on certain deferred costs is prohibited by the amended stipulation and, in 
addition, accrual of PISCC on capital investment is required to be at a simple interest rate 
based on Columbia's average cost of debt. All tiiese provisions, in staff ft opinion, benefit 
the public interest. (Staff brief at 9-15; staff reply at 9-18.) 

Columbia also enumerates the benefits to customers of adoption of the IRP- Among 
those listed benefits are freedom from the risk of major repair bilk, fi'eedom fixim tiie need 
to choose and hire repairmen, affordability, system-wide safety, a sodalized cost structure, 
coverage of all hazardous leaks, and a single point of ojntact in the event a leak occurs. 
Coliunbia also points out tiiat tiie amended stipulation indudes agreement on Columbia's 
assumption of responsibility for repair of hazardous customer service line leaks, the 
establishment of accounting to be used for investment related to replacement of risers and 
service lines, the establishment of a process for recovery of IRP costs, the devdopment of an 
RMP that allows for objection by intervenors, the limitation oax the time period during 
whidi the IRP will allow for the accrual of PISCC or capital-related expenses, the 
reimbursement of customers by direct payment rather than credit, the provision of detailed 
records to staff and OCC, and tiie development of customer communication and education 
materials relating to the IRP. (Columbia brief at 23,24-25; Columbia reply at 7.) Columbia 
notes that the assumption of responsibility only for customer service line leaks that are 
hazardous is in keeping with ifeps opening statement, in which counsel stated that 
Columbia has the obligation to inspect for hazardous conditions and r^a i r them (Columbia 
brief at 24, citing Tr. I at 11). Columbia also asserts that approval of tiie amended 
stipulation will increase its ability to implement GPS t^egulations (Columbia reply at 7-8). 

USP, on the other hand, points out that the IRP would affoct landowners who are not 
customers. It disputes the uniformity argument on the bases that Columbia will use both 
employees and independent contractors to perform its work and that independent 
inspections will be lost. USP argues that the loss of repairs to grade 3 leaks will, in its 
estimation, diminish public safety. The loss of a customer's right to choose regaxding the 
repair of hazardous leaks is a problem, in l^P's opinion, as is the sodalization of all costs 
regardless of causation. (USP brief at 20-24.) 
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With regard to factors that are identified by staff as benefits, USP has several 
counterarguments. For example, USP contends that the IRP will not result in better control 
of quality, as it already has an approved materials list and a list of approved plumbers and 
because it already inspects all repairs. Regarding proper Installation of risers, USP points 
out that the IRP does not apply to new construction and that there is no evidence that 
Columbia's practices are superior to those of currait plumbers, USP daims that tiiere is no 
reason why Columbia could not keep better records, even without the IRP. USP disagrees 
with the contention that repairs wiU be more effident and does not believe tiiat a ca^e-lrip 
repair process is a valuable consideration. It also disagrees with the assertion that 
verification will be unproved, since inspections will be reduced. It points out that, 
currently, customers who do not wish to make hiring dedsions on repair crews can choose 
to purchase a warranty policy, a choice that will be denied them if the jDRP is adopted, USP 
also disagrees that the line of demarcation between the responsibility of the customer and 
the company will be made dearer. Finally, USF does not believe that compiiance with GPS 
regulations will be improved. (USP reply at 8-14.) 

ABC opines that Columbia has failed to establish that tiie current system is unsafe or 
that the IRP would improve public safety. It also submits tiiat, rather than dhninidiiing 
customer confusion, the IRP would increase confusion by creating a system that would 
produce diffierent outcomes in different situations, (ABC reply at 3-7.) 

We have considered all of the parties' arguments and find that the amended 
stipulation will, as a package, benefit ratepayers and the public interest Our priiriary 
concern is with ensuring public safety. Und^ the amended stipulation, Columbia has 
agreed to replace all prone-to-failiu:e risers. In light of tiieir potential for catastrophic 
failure, this is vital. We are concerned, however, with the lengtii of time tiiat the amended 
stipulation allows for completion of this effort and would encourage Columbia to make 
every effort to replace all such risers in as short a period as possible. We are aware tiiat tiie 
amended stipulation provides that Columbia will resume to traditional regulatory 
accoimting for capital investment incurred by Columbia after June 30, 2011. The 
Commission agrees with this approadu We note that, pursuant to the RMP, Columbia has 
"committed to using the Perfection ServiSert riser fitting within its riser replacement 
program where possible , , . [allowing] for tfie replacement . . , without the need for 
excavation.../' (Columbia reply at 6-7.) We are hopeful ttiat the use of this alternative will 
also result in faster completion of the entire replacement process. We are also hopeful that, 
by allowing customers to continue to be reimbursed for thdr replacement costs, Columbia 
wUl be relieved m the total number of risers affected by tfie IRP, thus allowing it to teach 
completion earlier. 

Beyond risers, we find that public safety wiU be enhanced by allowing Columbia to 
take responsibility for repair of ih& hazardous customer servioe lines. The aspect of tWs 
proposal that we find most compelling is that it wUl allow Columbia, as the employer or 
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hirer of independent contractors, to cOTitrol, more effectivdy, the work product of the 
plumbers making repairs to the system. We do not bdieve that the resultant patchwork of 
ownership will cause confusion, as the critical issue is not ownership but responsibility. 
With regard to responsibility, this change should relieve any confusion, as tiie customer wiD 
only be responsible for any repairs on the downstream side of the gas meter. Considering 
all of the arguments of the parties, we find that the amaided stipulation, considered as a 
whole, will benefit ratepayers and the public 

3. Violation of Polides and Practices 

USP contends that the Commisaon must consider state policy, as set fortii in Section 
4929.02, Revised Code, with regard to the amended stapulatioru It argues that sudi policy 
would be violated on a number of fronts if we approve titis plan. (USP brief at 24-27.) USP 
also believes that the cost causer (in this situation, a customer with a hazardous leak) should 
pay the incurred costs. Third, USP asserts that tiie IRP would result in the Commission 
asserting jurisdiction over non-customer landowners. On a related issue, USP believes that 
approval of the amended stipulation would be the regulation of property rights of private 
dtizens, USP's final issue relating to this criterion is that, it assa:is, the Comimission would 
be creating a new monopoly over what has previously been non-jurisdictional property. 
(USP brief at 24-30.) 

Staff confirms that, in its opiruon,the amended stipulation does not violate any 
important regulatory prindple or practice. Staff spedfically addresses issues raised by USP. 
First, staff points out tiiat the legislature, in adopting Section 4929,02, Revised Code, was 
not attempting to protect the warranty market. Hie statute, it notes, contains no polides 
relating to warranties. Staff does not believe die regulatory practice requires the cost causer, 
in this situation, to pay for costs imposed, since the landowner with a leaking line is not tiie 
only person benefitting from its repair, ^aff emphasizes that the Commission does have 
tiie autiiority to adopt the amended stipulation. (Staff brief at 15-18; staff reply at 18-30.) 

With regard to the state policy, as set forth in section 4929.02, Revised Code/ it is 
imdear whether responsibility for maintenancse of customer service lines was considered by 
the legislature at the time of its adoption. However, we believe tiiat customer safety, 
espedally in this tremendously dangerous area, is of the utmost importance. Therefore, we 
do not find that approval of the amended stipulation will violate state policy. We also find 
no other violation of important regulatory prindples or practices. 

F. Implementation 

Columbia should work with staff to devdop tariffs to carry out tins opinion and 
order. Such tariffs should be filed in this docket for Commission approval. 
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FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

(1) On March 2,2007, Columbia filed an application in case number 
07-237-GA-AAM. 

(2) On April 25,2007, Ciblumbia filed an application in case number 
07-478-GA-UNC. 

(3) Motions to intervene by OCC, OPAE, USP, IGS, ABC, and lEU 
were granted. 

(4) The Commission approved certain aspects of Columbia's 
proposal, by an entry issued on July 11, 2007, and an entry on 
rehearing issued on September 12,2007. 

(5) The hearing in these proceedings was held on October 29, 30, 
and 31, and continued on December 3,2007, 

(6) A stipulation was filed on Odober 26, 2007. An amended 
stipidation was filed on December 28,2007, An agreement as to 
facts was filed on February 4,20CB. 

(7) Briefo were filed on December 31,2007, by Columbia, staff, USP, 
ABC, and IGS. Reply briefs were filed by Columbia, staff, USP, 
ABC, IGS, and OCC, on February 19,2008. 

(8) The issue for the Commission's determination is whether the 
amended stipulation is reasonable and should be adc^Hed. 

(9) The Commission finds that the stipulation meets tiie three 
criteria for adoption of stipulations and should, tiierefore, be 
adopted to the extent set forth herein. 

It is, therefore, 

ORDERED, That the stipulation filed in these proceedings be adopted to the ertent 
set forth herein. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That ColvmbuL file, for Commission approval, proposed tariffe oonsistant 
with this opinion and order. It is, further. 
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ORDERED, That a copy of this opinion and order be served upon all parties of 
record. 

THE PUBUCUTBLniES COMMBSION OF OHIO 

, Chairman 

(}^a. 
PaulA.Centolella 

Valerie A. Lemmie 

JWK;geb 

Entered in tiie Journal 

APR-0 9 2D08 

/Q.,u^ %^^.a^ 
Rfine^ J. Jenkins 
Secretary 



Case No, 07-478-GA-UNC 

BEFORE 

THE PUBUC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Application of 
Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc., for Approval of 
Tariffs to Recover, Through an Automatic 
Adjustment Clause, Costs Assodated with 
the Establishment of an Infrastructure 
Replacement Program and for Approval of 
Certain Accounting Treatment. 

ENTRY ON REHEARING 

The Commission finds; 

(1) The applicant, Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc., (Columbia) filed an 
application in this proceeding to recover certain riaer-rdated costs 
and to assume responsibility ior service fines and riders, seeking 
recovery oi all associated costs through an automatic adjustment 
mechanism. 

(2) On April 9, 2008, the Commission issued its Opinion and Order 
(opinion and order) in this proceeding. In the opinion and order, 
the Commission approved, with certain modifications, an amended 
stipulation (stipulation) filed by some of the parties in the cases 
(signatory parties), including Columbia, staff of the Commission 
(staff), tiie office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel (OCQ, and Ohio 
Partners for Affordable Energy (OPAE). The stipulation was 
opposed by Utility Service Partners, Inc. (USP); Interstate Gas 
Supply, Inc. (IGS); and ABC Gas Repair, Inc. (ABQ. 

(3) On April 23,2008, USP filed a motion for stay of implenientation of 
the opinion and order and for stay of an entry approving new 
tariffs imtil after the second monthly billing cycle following tiie 
Commission's issuance of any entry or order on rehearing. In 
response, Columbia filed a memorandum contra the motion for 
stay, on April 28,2008. 

(4) Section 4903.10, Revised Code, states that any party to a 
Commission proceeding may apply for rehearing witii respect to 
any matters determined by tiie Conunission, within 30 days of the 
entry of the order upon the Commission's journal. 

(5) On May 9,2008, USP and Columbia filed applications for rehearing, 
asserting fourteen and one grounds for rehearing, respectively. We 

Tula ifl to o«rtl£y that thm iam̂ mm AKMrlsa «r« an 

docuiMttt d^ll^wrijd ia tb« r«gnU«r cKmr«« of bualiMis 
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will first discuss the applications for rehearing and will then 
address the motion for stay. 

(6) In its first groimd for rehearing, USP asserts that the Commission 
lacks statutory authority to create a monopoly over the repair and 
replacement of prone-to-faUure risers. Pointing out that the 
Commission may only exercise power speciftqally coxiferred upon it 
by statute, USP argues that the Commission 1 ^ no authority to 
regulate plumbers, contractors, or pipefitters and that the Ohio 
General Assembly did not empower the Commission to create a 
monopoly over repair and replacement of customer-K)v\med service 
Imes, By forbidding pipeline repairs by anyone otiier than 
Columbia, argues USP, the stipulation approved by the 
Convrdssion does just that USP also contends tiiat the stipulation 
actually decreases public safety by prohibiting propertjr owners 
from repladng their own prone-to-failure risers. (USP application 
for rehearing at 4-8.) 

Columbia counters that the Commission clearly has the authority to 
order Colimibia to repair and replace prone-to-failure risers. This 
authority is derived, Columbia contends, from the Commission's 
power to examine activities relating to safety of the public and to 
prescribe any order necessary for the public's protection. Section 
4905,06, Revised Code. Columbia also points out tiiat USFs 
counsel specifically asserted that USP did not dbject to Columbia's 
repair of prone-to-fail risers. Columbia also notes tiiat the 
Commission did not prohibit customers from repairing their own 
prone-to-failure risers. (Columbia memorandum contra at 2-3.) 

We would first note ttiat USP, on page 9 of its application for 
rehearing, itself notes that the Commission "properly moved to 
direct the replacement of . . , prone-to-failure risers," In addition, 
we do not of course, disagree witii USFs statement tiiat the 
Commission, being a creature of statute, only has that power given 
to it. Under the provisions of Section 4905.06, Revised Code, the 
Commission is specifically empowered and charged with the 
responsibility to supervise public utilities under its jurisdiction^ 
such as Columbia, in order to assure the safely and security of the 
public. The limitation that USP would have us place on our 
supervisory authority is nowhere to be found in the statute 
Moreover, we would point out that our opinion and order gave no 
effect to the provisions in the stipulation to which USP objects. 
Thus, contrary to USFs allegation, our opinion and order does not 
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prevent homeowners from arranging ior more expeditious repair or 
replacement of tiieir own prone-to-failure risers. To the contrary, 
we stated^ on page 23, that "[ajny customer who does not wish to 
wait for Columbia to replace a prone-to-failure riser, or a prone-to-
faUure riser and associated service line that has a hazardous leak, 

I may arrange for the replacement or repair through a DOT OQ 
1 plumber and be assured of reimbursement . . .." USP's first 

assignment of error is denied. 

(7) USFs second ground for rehearing states that tiie Commission 
failed to establish that a safety issue exists as to non-utility 
customer service lines without prone-to-failure risers and that it 
lacks the authority to establish a monopoly as to the repair of such 
pipelines. USP claims that there has been no showing that a current 
problem exists with regard to customer service lines that are not 
assodated with prone-to-failure risers. USP states that the 
Commissioiv in reaching the conclusion tiiat there are safety 
hazards stemming from such lines, failed to weigh the evidence and 
recognize the differences between the prone-to-failure riser 
situation and the customer service lines. It points out that the 
Commission conducted no investigation of customer service lines 
and that no evidence compared the safety records in states where 
operators own such lines with the safety records in states, like Ohio, 
where they do not. USP suggests that the Commission also failed 
to recognize evidence of slow decay in service lines and of the 
success of the warranty company system of repairs. USP also 
maintains that tiie Commission did not expressly find deficiencies 
and the need for improvement in the current system. Because the 
Commission does not distinguish the prone-to-failure riser 
situation from the service lines, USP calls for rehearing on this 
issue. Even if the Commission had conducted a proper 
investigation and had concluded tfiat such service lines do 
constitute a safety hazard, USP still believes that the institution of a 
monopoly would be ultra vires for the same reasons as discussed 
under the first assignment of error. (USP application for rehearing 
at 8-10.) 

Columbia believes that the record in this proceeding sets forth dear 
evidence that customer service lines witii hazardous leaks present 
public safety issues and that public safety is enhanced by ColumUa 
assuming responsibility for the maintenance and repair of customer 
service lines. Columbia points out that the record ihovrs that it has 
responsibility, under federal pipdine safety laws, to conduct 
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inspections and tests of service lines but that, if it finds a hazardous 
leak, it can only shut off service and ask that a customer pay for 
unexpected repairs. The change ordered by our adoption of the 
stipulation would allow Columbia, it argues, to maintain complete 
records and would encourage customers to contact Columbia for 
repahs without concern for unanticipated repair bills. It also points 
to the testimony of four witnesses who offered support for the 
contention that leaking customer service liAes can presait safety 
hazards. Columbia underlines tfie testimony of the Commission's 
chief of gas pipeline safety to the effect that tiie stipulation will 
improve quality control and documentation, will streamline 
repairs, will elinunate dedsions by customers unfamiliar with 
natural gas infrastructure, and will provide verification of materials 
and consistency in repairs. Columbia also stressed testimony that 
admitted some plumbers' lack of motivation to do a quality and 
thorough job. Columbia condudes tiiat the Commission reasonably 
and lawfully found that public safety would be improved by 
assigning maintenance responsibility to Columbia. (Coliunbia 
memorandum contra at 3-5.) 

We discussed the issue of the impact of customer service lines on 
public safety and the impact of the stipulation on those safety 
issues fully in our opinion and order. USP raises no new 
arguments. Our analysis of the safety issues related to customer 
service lines and, thus, tiie basis for our conclusions are well 
summarized by Columbia in its memorandum contra USFs 
application for rehearing. An enhanced and uniform system of 
supervision and control, by Columbia, over the repair of 
hazardous leaks that is differait from the inspection system that 
is currentiy in place will irt^ove public safety. We would also 
point out that Section 4905.06, Revised Code, does not require us 
to conduct a safety investigation of aU service lines prior to 
issuing an order that finds certain dianges to be necessary for 
the protection of tiie public safety. Neither does the fact tiiat we 
did conduct an investigation relating to risers require us to do so 
in connection with customer service lines. IBFs second grotmd 
for rehearing is denied. 

(8) USP asserts, in its third assignment of error, that the Commission 
unreasonably and unlawfully found that the stipulation wiU not be 
an unconstitutional, substantial impairment of contracts. In 
support of tills assignment USP explains that the Commission, in 
analyzing tiie issue, misapplied the test in Energy Reserves Group, 
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Inc. V, Kansas Power and Light Co., 459 US. 400, 411-412 (1983) on 
several levels. We will discuss each of those allegations 
independentiy. 

(a) First, USP simply asserts that Energy Reserves involved 
state legislation. It continues by stating that this is not 
legislation, but an ultra vires Commission action, (USP 
application for rehearing at 11.) In response, Columbia 
restates its prior argument that this Commission action 
was not ultra vires but, rather, was wholly within the 
powers of the Commission. (Columbia memorandum 
contra at 5.) For the reasoi^ discussed above with regard 
to the first two assignments of error, we agree with 
Columbia. This ground for rehearing is denied. 

(b) USP then moves to the Commission's discussion of the 
portion of the Energy Reserves test that required us to 
consider whether the industry that the complaining 
party has entered has been regulated in the past. USP 
asserts that the industry entered by the pipdine 
warrantors is not regulated but, rather, that the 
Commission and staff are attempting to extend their 
jxuisdiction to an unregulated industry. It insists that 
"lw]hile USP, ABC and IGS are required to use qualii^ed 
USDOT certified plumbers and materials from a 
Columbia approved materials list, none of the three have 
[sic\ been subject to direct state regulation in this area." 
(USP application for rehearing at 11.) We disagree with 
U S F S contention that the line warrantors were not 
operating in a regulated industry. That is true, of course, 
only if tiie industry in question is the warranty industry. 
On the other hand, the substantive area in which tite 
warrantors operate is the gas distribution industry. This 
area is, as the warrantors were fully aware, hig^y 
dangerous and deeply regulated. Therefore, we do not 
accept the arguments made by USP vrith regard to our 
application of tiie substantial impairment test in Energy 
Reserves. 

USP also suggests that the Ccnnmission refused to find 
impairment of contracts on the basis of its statement that 
we had not been provided with contracts to review. 
Going on with tills logic, USP also declares that tiie 
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Commission unlawfully transferred the burden of proof 
as to the stipulation not violating any important 
regulatory prindple or practice to USP by noting that the 
contracts had not been provided. (USP application for 
rehearing at 11-12.) Columbia, in response to this 
argument, points out that the unavailability of contracts 
for review was only one basis for the Commission's 
determination that there was not substantial impairment. 
Other bases pointed out by Columbia were terms of the 
contracts, their coverage, the fact that the industry's levd 
of regulation was no surprise to USP, tiie ability of 
customers to cancel USP contracts at any time, the 
availability of other warranty contracts from USP, and 
the implication of state regulatory power into the 
contracts. (Columbia memorandum contra at 5-6.) We 
do not agree with USFs assertion that, by pointing out 
the imavailability of the contracts, we transferred the 
burden of proof to USP. Immediatdy prior to that 
comment, we had reviewed evidence in the record as to 
the terms of those contracts, which evidence 
demonstrated the terms of the contracts that we found 
rdevant to our determination. We also do not agree witii 
USFs assertion that, by "admitting" that our decision 
would impair contracts to some eoctent, we were 
inconsistent with our ultimate condusion on the issue. 
When we noted that there was an impairment "to some 
extent,'' we were merdy noting that, factually, our 
decision had some impact on the contracts. We were not 
stating that there was any levd of unccmstitutional 
impairm^it. We specifically found, on pages 17 to 18, 
that there was no substantial impairment of contracts. 

Further, USP contends that tiie Commission 
uiappropriatdy found that the warrantors would not be 
deprived entirdy of potential budnesa with thdr current 
customers, rather than looking for substantid 
impairment of contractud relationship. It also sugg^ts 
that neither the term of tiie contracts nor their 
termination provisions are rdevant to tiie question of 
impairment. (USP application for rehearing at 12-13.) 
Colimibia points out that "deprivation entirdy of 
potential business'^ is not the test that the Commission 
applied but was only or» factor tiiat the Commission 
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considered within the test for a substantid impairment. 
The same is true, according to Columbia, of our 
consideration of the term of existing contracts. 
(Colimibia memorandum contra at 6.) Columbia is 
correct tiiat, in our analysis of whether the stipulation 
caused a substantial impairment of contracts, we looked 

\ at a number of issues, induding whether the stipulation 
would result in a totd deprivation of potentid business, 
the term of the contracts, and thdr termination 
provisions. We determmed, as a result of the numerous 
factors discussed in the opinion and order, that a 
substantid impairment would not result. We find no 
reason to dter that condusion today. 

Finally, USP disagrees with the Commission's statement 
that the state's 'regulatory power rdating to pipdine 
safety must be implied in any pipeline warranty contract. 
USP bdieves, rather, that the Commission's action has 
unlawfully expanded tiiat regulatory power beyond 
utilities. (USP application for rdiearing at 13.) USP 
makes a serious error in alleging that we have attempted 
to expand our regulatory power beyond utilities. The 
jurisdiction that we asserted in the opinion and order is 
over Columbia. We are not regulating the warrantors. 
That our order has an impact on warrantors is 
inescapable but only consequentid. The warrantors' 
business was based on an assumption that the regulatory 
environment in the area in which they operated would 
remain unchanged. No constitutiond provision protects 
the warrantors' business modd. Private parties such as 
USP do not have the ability to prevent a govemmentd 
regulator from fulfilling its duty to the public. We are, in 
this proceeding, regulating the actions of Columbia. 

(c) USFs third category of arguments in its third assignment 
of error is the Commissicm also improperly applied the 
Energy Reserves test for a significant and legitimate public 
purpose. USP asserts tiiat, in order to apply this test 
properly, the Commission must find tiiat tiiere currentiy 
exists a broad and generd sodd or economic problem. 
To support its accusation that the Commissi<Hi did not 
find such a problenv USP says that die *Commisdon 
only looked at Columbia Gas customer service lines in 
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this case and conducted no review or andysis of 
customer-owned services [sic] lines in Ohio." (USP 
application for rehearing at 14.) On the basis of another 
Supreme Court decision, USP submits that the 
Commission was not addressing a broad, generalized 
economic or socid problem, that the warranty business 
operates in an environment not previously subject to 
state regulation, that the Commission's action worked a 
permanent change in the contractud relationships in 
question, and that the Commission's action was not 
aimed at all warranty service providers in Ohio. See 
Allied Structural Steel Co. v. Spannaus, 438 U.S. 234 (1978). 
(USP application for rehearing at 15-16.) 

USP also argues that the Comnussion erred in its 
statements regarding the actud existence of safety 
hazards that amount to iTroad and general sodal 
economic problems, the impact of this change Ctti 
maintenance of the lines and the ability of Columbia to 
train repair personnel supervise repairs, and ensure 
uniformity. It dso disagrees with our condusion that 
customers may report gas odor more readily if Columbia 
is responsible for repairs, noting that warranty customers 
and renters would not be so affected. (USP application 
for rehearing at 16-18.) 

With regard to USFs major argument on this issue, 
Columbia points out tiiat tite Energy Reserves test uses 
"tiie remedying of a broad and gena-d socid or 
economic problem" as an example of a significant and 
legitimate public pxirpose for the regulation, not as a 
requirement. Columbia dso counters that, in the cited 
Allied Structural case, workers' pensions were not 
previoudy subject to state r^ulation, contrary to public 
utilities in the situation at bar. (Columbia memorandum 
contra at 6-7.) 

We also note that, because we found no substantid 
impairment of contracts, we were not required to readi 
the question of whetfier there was a significant and 
legitimate public purpose behind the action. 
Nevertheless, we did continue in our andysis and will 
address USFs argument on this point We agree with 
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Columbia that a governmental action that causes a 
substantial impairment (which category, we have 
explained, does not indude our decision in this 
proceeding) is not required, under Supreme Coiut 
precedent, to be directed at remedying a generd socid or 
economic problem. The Court in Energy Reserves used 

\ that as an example of an appropriate public purpose for a 
regulation. As the Energy Reserves dedsion was issued 
five years after the decision in Allied Structural, we will 
follow the Energy Reserves dictates. The purpose of our 
decision was thoroughly discussed in our opinion and 
order. 

We also agree with Columbia that this decision is made 
in an area that has been highly regulated ior many years. 
Of course, the dispute on this issue results from a 
differing approach to defining the industry m question. 
Only if USP defines the industry in.question as the 
operation of a warranty service business for 
underground pipdines could we deem it to be 
unregulated. We, on the other hand, find it most 
rdevant to consider regulation of the safety of gas 
pipelines, since it is for safety reasons that we took this 
action. Gas pipeline safety was dearly regulated at 
multiple levels prior to the issuance of the opinion and 
order in this proceeding, 

A few other points made by USP must be addressed. 
USP believes that our acti<m was reqtiired to cover dl 
natord gas companies operating in Ohio, rather than just 
Columbia (USP application for rehearing at 16). Of 
course, in the field of utility regulation, we often ded 
with one utility at a time. USP also complains that tiie 
sdety problem we identified with regard to steel service 
lines is only potentid, not actud (USP application for 
rdiearing at 16). We disagree with this semantic 
argument Any time a customer service line leaks, t t e e 
is indeed a presoit safety problem. The law does not 
require lines to be actually leaking prior to our taking 
preventative action to improve safety. We note, 
however, that our dedsion ordy has dfect when there is 
indeed a hazardous leak. 
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With regard to USFs suggestion that we erred in our 
discussion of Columbia's ability to train personnd, 
supervise repairs, or ensure uniformity, we acknowledge 
that Columbia has some ability to trdn plumbers and to 
inspect repairs under the current process. However, 
Columbia ultimatdy hea no control over the plumbers or 
the actud repair process. As we explained in the opinion 
and order, testimony at the hearing addressed the fact 
that oversight by Columbia woidd be substantidly 
improved and uniformity would he increased. (Opinion 
and order at 18-19.) Ln addition, testimony regarding the 
current system revealed that plumbers are not dways 
present for Columbia's inspections and may leave their 
qualification documentation on the meter, tiat plumbers 
who are not DOT-qualified may perform repairs based 
on another plumber's qualification card, and that 
Columbia does not now have sufficient managerid 
control to ensure that all plumbers who perform work 
are qudified, (Tr. II at 45, 93,101.) We also note that a 
USP witness testified that 20 to 30 percent of plumbers 
take shortcuts in their work, which problems are found 
during Columbia's inspections. (Tr. IV at 1(B-106.) It 
remains our bdid that approvd of the stipulation is 
criticd to Columbia's ability to ensure the sdety of the 
affected lines. 

Finally, as to USFs note that warranty customers and 
renters would not be more likdy to report gas odor 
under the new system, we would point out tiiat there are 
numerous Columbia customers who are ndther 
warranty holders nor renters. We continue to bdieve, as 
we stated in the opinion and order, tiiat these customers, 
at least, would be more likely to report an odor of gas if 
they did not expect to be financidly responsible for the 
consequent repairs. 

(d) USP also contends that the Comxnission erred in its 
application of the third prong of flie Energy Reserves test, 
asserting that the Commission faUed to discuss the rights 
and responsibilities of contracting parties. It also argues 
that the change made by the stipulaticm's adoption 
cannot be suitable to the pubhc purpose because the 
adoption of the stipulation was ultra vires. It suggests 
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that the Conunission was wrong in its statement that the 
proposed change would diow Columbia to supervise the 
selection of workers, the materials to be used, and the 
work performed, as it already performs these operations. 
Finally, USP asserts that the Commission failed to 
support its condusion that public safety will be 

\ improved by assigning maintenance responsibility to tiie 
party who is legdly responsible for complying with 
sdety regulations. (USP application for rehearing at 18-
19.) 

Columbia responds to USFs assertion that the 
Commission was required to andyze the rights and 
responsibilities of tiie contracting parties. Cdiunbia 
emphasizes that, contrary to USFs assertion, the Energy 
Re^roes test actually requires an andysis of whether the 
adjustment of those rights and r^ponsibilities is based 
on reasonable conditions and is of a character 
appropriate to the public purpose in question. 
(Columbia memorandum contra at 7-̂ .) 

Once again, we note that this prong of the test need not 
have been reached, both because we found no substantid 
impairment and because we found an appropriate public 
purpose. That being sdd, however, as we discussed in 
the opinion and order and above, we bdieve that the 
transfer of responsibility to Columbia tiiat is effectuated 
by this proceeding will enhance Columbia's ability to 
train plumbers, to monitor and inspect their work, to 
ensure unifonnity, and, thereby, to improve safety. We 
note tiiat USFs ultra vires argument has already been 
r ^ t e d . Its argument that Columbia already had the 
ability to supervise, choose materials, and inspect work 
was discussed above and explained on the basis tiiat its 
current limited abilities will be substantially enhanced by 
the transfer of responsibility. Finally, as to support ior 
our conclusion that public safety wHl be improved, we 
would indicate that the discussion on pages 18 and 19 led 
to this determinatiort USFs third assignment of error is 
denied. 

(9) USFs fourth assignment of error claims that the Commission erred 
in finding that adoption of the stipulation would not result in a 
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taking of property. USP first complains that tiie Commission 
incorrectly stated tiiat "only lines repdred or replaced by Columbia 
would belong to Columbia" when, in reality, only repaired portions 
of lines would bdong to Columbia (USP application for rehearing 
at 20), While USP correctiy states that only repaired parts of lines 
would be the property of Columbia, We believe that this minor . 
difference is of no consequence to the'point being made in the 
opinion and order. 

USP goes on to assert that the Commission made an unreasonable 
ultimatum in its statement that a homeowner who does not want 
Columbia to repair a hazardous line may choose not to have gas 
service. USP points out that the homeowner will no longer be able 
to choose who wSl repair or replace lines. (USP application for 
rehearing at 20-21). Columbia agrees witii the Commission, noting 
that customers only need to allow it to make repairs as a condition 
of service. It contends that this is a de minimis intrusion on property 
rights. (Columbia memorandum contra at 8.) In rejecting th^ 
argument, we would note that a homeowner's right to choose who 
will repair a gas line, as well as the materials and methods to be 
used, are abready restricted by existing safety regulations. Because 
of the inherentiy volatile nature of naturd gas, mmierous 
conditions are reasonably placed on the right to receive gas service. 

USP also contends that a customer is not adequately compensated 
for any taking that does exist by being given the use of a functiond 
service line (USP application for rehearing at 21-22). First, to the 
extent tiiat there is an argument to be made with regard to a taking, 
that would be a claim that could only be made by a property 
owner, not by USP. USP has no legd standing to assert a claim that 
our decision in this case results in an unconstitutional taking of 
property of Columbia's customers. Neverthdess, as we discussed 
in our opinion and order, we find no taking. (Opinion and order at. 
21.) Even assuming, arguendo, that there were a taking, we also 
conclude that use of a non-leaking service line^ in place of one that 
was hazardous, at no cost to the homeowner, would be adequate 
compensation for any taking that is dleged to result from the 
transfer of responsibility to Columbia. 

FinaHy, USP asserts that tiie Commission failed to consider that 
USP purchased its warranty business from a Columbia affiliate and 
that this proceeding VTOuld "reclaim'' a large portion of that 
business. It notes that Columbia itself commented, in another case, 
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that the Commission does not have the power to appropriate the 
private property of a customer and transfer it to a utility. (USP 
application for rehearing at 22,) As vre have previously discussed, 
we do not beUeve that our decision results in the transfer of private 
property from customers to Columbia. We also do not believe that 
the source of USP's business is relevant to any issue over which we 

\ have jurisdiction. USFs fourth assignment of error is denied. 

(10) For its fifth assignment of errar, USP asserts that the Commission 
etred in relying on statements contained in a reply brief and not 
within the record to conclude that Coliunbia has notified individud 
members of the public at risk fi"om the prone-to-failure risers. USP 
suggests that we should have required Columbia to file affidavits 
indicating what notices were sent to customers in compliance with 
our September 12, 2007, entry on rehearing in this proceeding. 
(USP application for rehearing at 22-23.) We find tiiat this 
suggestion is reasonable and is, therefore, granted. Within five 
days after the issuance of this entry on rehearing, Columbia shall 
file an affidavit indicating, with specificity, each notice that was 
sent to customers, notifying them of the risk of prane-to-feilure 
risers in compliance with our September 12, 2007, entry on 
rehearing. Witiun ten days following that filing, any party may 
present aiguments as to why such affidavit should not be admitted 
into the record and considered by the Commisdon. 

(11) USFs sbcth assigrunent of error indicates tiiat the Conunission 
erred by not specifying a deadline for the replacement of risers. 
USP points out that the Commission stated that it could not 
evaluate Coltunbia's proposed three-year schedule and ordered 
Columbia to work with staff regarding scheduling and efficiencies. 
USF believes that the stipulation should have included a proposed 
deadline and that, at this point, the Commission should require the 
parties to file evideiKe indicating what the scheduling of riser 
replacement work diould be and then determine the 
reasonableness of that schedule. (USP application for rehearii^ at 
23-24.) The Commission disagrees. The most effident 
metiiodologies may change over time, based on experistce, 
customer requests, the available labor pool, or other factors. In 
order to obtain the best outcome, the Commission believes that the 
parties should be aUowed the fire^om to seek out effidendes that 
may arise from time to time and to modify plans as appropriate. 
Therefore, the Commission finds ttiat this issue should be left to the 
parties and Commission stafi. Should problems arise in this area. 

I 
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those problems may, of course, be brought to the attention of the 
Commission. In addition, in order to monitor Columbia's progress 
in replacing prone-to-failure risers, Columbia shall submit^ to staff, 
quarterly reports on such replacements. Rehearing on this ground 
is denied. 

(12) USFs seventh ground for rehearing States that tiie Commission 
should not have relied on the riser material plan, as it is not part of 
the record. USP points out that the original stipulation did not 
address the best method for replacing the prone-to-failure risers 
and that the Commission, in the opinion and order, stated that the 
amended stipulation had resolved that problem by adding the riser 
material plan. As tiiat plan had not been adirdtted into the record, 
USP asserts that the Commission could not base its decidon on that 
plan. (USP appHcation for rehearing at 24.) 

The parties tmanimously agreed tiiat the amended stipulation may 
be admitted into evidence, without testimony or the opportunity 
for aoss-examination (Agreement, February 4,2008, at para. 12). In 
reliance upon that agreement, the amended stipulation is hereby 
admitted into evidence. The amended stipulation indudes, in 
paragraph 21, the requirement that Columbia submit a riser 
materid plan. In the opinion and order, on page 25, we did 
reference the riser materid plan, as indicated by USP. However, 
that reference merely stated that, by including the requirement for 
preparation and filing of the riser materid plan, Columbia had 
resolved USFs concern that it had not reached a condudon about 
the best method for replacing prone-to-failure riser. The plan itself 
did not need to be in evidence for us to consider the fact that it was 
being prepared and filed. It was not the content of the riser 
materid plan that v/as criticd to our condusion; only its existence. 
The fact of its existence was in evidence. This asdgnment of error is 
denied. 

(13) USP next asserts, in the dghth ground for rehearing, that the 
Commission should not have found that Columbia's pr<q>osd as to 
the lack of regularity of inspections under the stipulation was 
reasonable. USP believes that the stipulation sacrifices safety for 
convenience as it allows Coltunbia to avoid making a follow-up trip 
for leak testing by having its contractors already present for ttie 
repair process. USP pointe to testimony emphasizing the 
importance of an independent, third-party check of completed 
repairs. (USP application for rehearing at 24-25.) 
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As Columbia noted, we fully considered this argument in the 
opinion and order. USP argued this point following the hearing. 
We found, in the opinion and order, that Columbia's proposd was 
reasonable in light of its managerid control, oversight, training, 
education, and supervision of the workers in the fidd. In light, 
also, of the problons encountered by Columbia in its cmrent efforts 

\ to inspect repair work (opinion and order at 29), we remain 
unconvinced that third-party inspection of every repair is necessary 
or appropriate. 

(14) The ninth assigrunent of error relates to serious bargaining. USP 
claims that the Commission failed to address the timing and the 
nature of the subject matter of the stipulation before considering 
whether serious l^rgaining occurred. USP divides its argument on 
this ground into two sections. First it discusses tiie timing oi 
negotiations that led to the stipulation. It notes that the stipulation 
was dodceted 17 days after the completion of the hearing, on the 
last business day before briefs were due. USP reasons tiut the 
"tinting done should suggest to the Commission that the signatory 
parties did not engage in serious bargaining." (USP application for 
rehearing at 25-26.) USP is, in essence, complaining that 
negotiations continued, after the hearing, among some of the 
parties to the proceeding. USP was not mcluded in those 
continuing discussions. Hovrever, we understand that both the 
intervening warrantors, includii^ USF, and the otiier parties 
believed the settiement discusdons were futile. The unanimous 
agreement signed by the parties on February 4,2008, indicates that 
USP would not accept a settlement, on October 19, 2007, in which 
Coliunbia would assume exdusive respondbility for the future 
repair and maintenance of hazardous customer service lines. The 
parties also state that USP did not seek or initiate settiement 
discussions after October 19, 2007, because it tiiought continued 
negotiations were futile and tiiat Columbia dso bdieved that 
continued negotiations would be futile. (Agreement at paras. 2 and 
6.) We do not believe that the test of stipulations requires that 
parties continue to negotiate with one party once that party has 
rejected a settiement that gave Columbia exdudve respondbility 
for tile future repair and maintenance of hazardous customer 
service lines. We also do not believe tiiat tiie parties' determination 
not to perform a vdn act is indicative of the seriousness of 
bargaining among the remaining parties. We note, in additiorv ttiat 
the steps taken in this case after the filing of the stipulation 
provided all parties with due prcxress. 
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USFs second area of discussion in this daimed error relates to the 
nature of the settiement USP contends that, because the stipulation 
has an impact on the business prospects of warrantors and ttiose 
warrantors were not a part of the continuing settiement discussions, 
it cannot have been the result of serious bargaining. USP insists 
that the parties who continued to be involved in discussions were 
giving up nothing in sacrificing Hhe rights of warrantors, 
independent plumbers, and landlords. (USP application for 
rehearing at 26.) We disagree with this line of argument The 
stipulation relates to gas pipeline safety, inspection, and 
maintenance, not to the "competitive warranty service industry." 
The parties bargained seriously regarding these issues. That the 
resultant agreement had an intact on warrantors' business modds 
does not mean that die vrarrantors had to agree with the outcome. 
It would be difficult to identify any stipulation that comes before us 
where there is not some business interest that is impacted and not 
in agreement with the stipulation. This ground for rehearing is 
denied. 

(15) The tenth assignment of enor posits that the Commission erred in 
finding that the stipulation, considered as a whole, wiH benefit 
ratepayers and the public. USP contests the Commisdon's failure 
to set a specific deadline for completion of the riser replacement 
project In addition, it insists that our condusion that public safety 
will be enhanced by allowing Columbia to take respondbility for 
repair of hazardous customer service lines is insufficient and is 
unsupported by evidence of record. Finally, USP disputes the 
Commisdon's condusions ttiat Columbia is in a better position than 
its customers to make appropriate safety determinations and 
dedsions regarding repairs. USP believes that this statement was 
unsupported by evidence and is contrary to statutory mandates for 
customer choices in a competitive market. {USP application for 
rehearing at 26-28.) 

Columbia points to the testimony of staff witness Steele, who 
opined that, as a result of tiie stipulation, Columbia would have 
better control of work quality, more effident repair outcomes, and 
better verification of materials and performance. Cblumbia also 
emphasizes that customers should not be left with exdudve 
decision-making responsibilities for safety issues. (Columbia 
memorandum contra at 10-11.) 
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First, we note that we have previously discussed USFs desire that 
the Commission set a deadline for riser repairs. Witii regard to 
support for our condusion that public sdety will be enhanced as a 
result of approvd of the stipulation, as noted by Cdumbia, Mr. 
Stede's testimony provided support for that determination. 
Finally, as to USFs argument that Ohio law mandates that 

- customers should have dioices in a competitive market we find 
that such requirements are irrdevant to ttie pipdine safety issues 
before us. Section 4929.02, Revised Code, the recitation of ttie state 
poUcy behind the adoption of that chapter, addresses competition 
in the market for the purchase of naturd gas. It does not require 
that customers have any rig^t to make choices concerning safety 
issues affecting the generd public. This ground for rehearing is 
denied. 

(16) The eleventh assignment of error contends that the Commission 
erred in finding that approval of the stipulation will not violate 
state policy. IKP accuses the Commission of failing to "consult" 
Section 4905.91, Revised Code, USP offers that this section grants 
the Commission certain powers over intrastate gas pipdines but 
"none involve the transfer of respondbility over customer service 
lines from a nonregulated entity to a naturd gas company." USP 
also asserts that the Commisdon failed to expldn "how it could 
assert jurisdiction over out-of-state non-customer land owners and 
under what authority it could create a new monopoly over what 
has previously been non-jurisdictional property.*' (USP application 
for rehearing at 2B.) 

Columbia counters that a statute's silence on a particular issue does 
not mean that such issue would violate state policy. According to 
Columbia, that the statute allows tiie Commisdon to adopt rules 
rdating to pipdine safety tends to support the appropriateness of 
the Commission's action. (Columbia memorandxmi contra at 11-
12.) 

We agree with Columlna's reasonii^ tiiat the fact that the law does 
not specifically address ttie transfer of responsibility of customer 
service lines does not imply its prohibition. We also note that 
Section 4905.91, Revised Code, begins with a statement that the 
induded powers are granted "Iflor the purpose of protecting the 
pubUc safety with respect to intrastate pipe-line transportation...." 
Thus, public safety is clearly part of the policy of the state. Further, 
as to USFs contention ttiat we are attempting to assert jurisdktion 
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over nonregulated customers and out-of-state land-owners, we will 
repeat that we are merely asserting jurisdiction over Columbia. We 
are regulating the means by which it is to provide gas service and 
assure pipdine safety. This is clearly within our statotory 
jurisdiction under Chapter 4905., Revised Code. This assignment of 
error is denied, 

i 

(17) USP's twelfth assignment of error states that we erred in failing to 
require that notice of this case and the hearing be provided to 
plumbers, warranty service providers, and property owners 
because of the impact on contract rights and property rights that are 
affected by the proceeding. Recognizing that the case was not 
brought under a statute that required such notice, USP neverthdess 
argues that it was unreasonable for the Commission to adversdy 
affect the businesses of many Ohio companies without at least 
giving notice to those affected. (USP appUcation for rehearing at 
29.) 

Irmumerable similar examples exist in which Commission decidons 
impact persons or entiti^ that were ndther parties to a 
Commission proceeding nor individually notified of its existence. 
The law does not require such notice in this case and we do not 
believe that it was imreasonable to proceed without such notice. 
Rehearing on this ground is denied. 

(18) The thirteenth ground for rehearing complains that there was no 
evidence showing that Columbia has the managerid ability or 
experience to manage the repair and replacement cf hazardous 
customer servioe lines. USP notes that ndther Columbia witnesses 
nor staff witness testified on this sulject. USP believes that the 
Commission should have made such a determination prior to 
transferring responsibility to Cdumbia (USP application for 
rehearing at 29-30.) 

Columbia disagrees, pointing out that its witaess Ramsey testified 
that, in 2006 done, Columbia repaired 1,652 leaks on its bare sted 
lines. It also points out that Columbia has significantty greater 
experience and managerid ability than USP, as it has been 
repairing and replacing company service lines for decades and it is 
responsible for inspecting plumbers' repairs, (Columbia 
memorandum contra at 12-13.) 
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In light of Columbia's position as a major provider of gas service in 
the state of Ohio and based on our longstanding regulatory 
oversight of Columbia, we are confident that Columbia has 
managerid abiUty or experience suffident to repair hazardous 
customer service lines. In addition, we find that the fact tiiat the 
record demonstrates its repair of 1,652 leaks on similar lines during 

\ 2006 done is suffident to evidence such abilities. This ground for 
rehearing is denied. 

(19) USFs last assignment of error states that the decision was not 
supported by the manifest wdght of the evidence. It contends that 
the direct testimony of severd witnesses and the cross-examination 
of others were ignored. ( U ^ appUcation for rehearing at 30.) The 
Commission considered all evidence before it in reaching its 
determinations. This ground for rehearing is denied. 

(20) Columbia's appUcation for rehearing cites one asdgrunent of error. 
It suggests that the Commission recondder its directive that 
reimbursement between November 24, 2006, and April 9, 2008, be 
limited to customers witti prone-to-fdlure risers who replace such 
risers and an associated service line with a hazardous leak. 
Columbia points out that the stipidation supplemented the 
Commission's prior order "by including reimbursement for service 
Une repairs and replacements not associated with prone to failure 
risers in addition to reimbursement for service line repairs and 
replacements assodated with prone to failure risers." (Columbia 
application for rehearing at 5 [emphasis in origindj.) Columbia 
attempts to convince tiie Commission that this approach is 
consistent with its prior orda:s, 

USP, in its memorandum contra Columbia's application for 
rehearing, points out that Columbia's reimbursement of customers 
for repairs previoudy made to hazardous service lines that are not 
associated with prone-to-failure risers would increase the cost of 
this program and notes that it provides no estimates of the extent of 
such increase. Coliunbia dso, according to USP, provides no policy 
reason for expanding the retroactive reimbursement program. USP 
asserts that ttie Commission's opinion and order is dear that the 
reimbursement for previous repairs only applied to pione-to-failure 
risers and associated service lines with hazardous leaks. 

We agree with USP on ttiis issue. Our July 11, 2007, entry dlowed 
Columbia to repair not only prone-to-failure risers but dso 
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hazardous service Unes, regardless of whether those lines were 
assodated with prone-to-failure risers. Together with that 
authority, we required reimbursement of customers who arranged 
for the repair of these items themselves. On rehearing of that entry, 
we limited Columt>ia's authority and its reimbursement obligation 
to prone-to-failure risers and associated hazardous customer 
service lines. Columbia now a t t e m ^ to argue that, in such entry 
on rehearing, we only limited its authority but did not change the 
reimbursement obUgation. It is nonsensicd to suggest that we 
would have required Columbia to reimburse customers for repairs 
that it was not otherwise obUgated to undertake itself. Qearly, the 
reimbursement obligation was limited to the same extent as ttie 
repair authority. We did not detennine whether or not to grant 
Columbia the authority to repair hazardous customer service lines 
that are not associated with prone-to-failure risers xmtil the issuance 
of the opinion and order in this case. Therefore, we see no logicd 
reason to aUow or require Columbia to reimburse customers for 
such repairs prior to our decision. Rehearing on tiiis groimd is 
denied. 

(21) Arguments for rehearing not discussed in this second entry on 
rehearing have been adequatdy conddered by the Commission in 
its opinion and order and are bdng denied, 

(22) With regard to its April 23,2008, motion for stay, USP contends tiiat 
the Commission's grant of a stay would avoid dgnificant economic 
harm to warranty providers such as USP and to independent 
plumbers in tiie event that the Commisdon reaches a di^rent 
condusion on rehearing. If, on the other hand, the opinion and 
Older is affirmed on rehearing, the stay would, according to USP, 
provide an opportunity for notice and coordination of messages to 
customers, thereby avoiding coirfudon and uncertainty. USP dso 
notes that a stay would permit notice to plumbers who are 
certificated the Department of Transportation that they may no 
longer repau or replace customer service lines in CcJumbia's 
territory. The motion for a stay spedfically exdudes repair or 
replacement of prone-to-failure risers. 

USP contends tiiat the most important factor that ihe Commisdon 
must consider in deteimining whettier to grant a motion to stay is 
the harm that could be suffered by the moving party if rdief is not 
granted. In addition, it notes that the Commission should also 
consider Ukdihood of success on the merits, substantid harm to 
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other parties if the stay is granted, and whether the stay would 
serve the public interest. USP believes that warrantors ^ 1 suffer 
significant harm if the stipulation is implemented. It dso is 
concerned that poor communication to the pubUc about this change 
will harm plumbers, contractors, and customers. USP dso asserts 
that Columbia wiU suffer littie harm if the motion is g r a n t s as it 
would just preserve the status quo for a period of time, WP argues 
that there is no imminent threat to pubUc safety that would prevent 
the Commission from allowing resolution of issues prior to 
implementation. 

(23) Columbia's memorandum contra the motion to stay first asserts 
that USP appUed the incorrect test in its argument in favor of the 
motion. Columbia states that a more recent test describes the most 
important factor as the interest of the pubUc. Columbia states that 
the other factors to be considered are whether there has been a 
strong showing that tfie moving party is likely to prevail on the 
merits, whether ttie moving party has shown that it would suffer 
irreparable harm absent the stay, and whether the stay would cause 
sul^tantial harm to other parties, 

(24) Regardless of the test to be adopted, we find no basis for granting 
tiie extended stay requested by USP, either of implementation of 
the opinion and order or of approval of new tariffs. Both were 
requested for a period lasting until after the second monthly billing 
cyde foUovring our issuance of this entry on rehearing. We find 
Httie likelihood of success on ttie merits, especially in light of our 
nding today with regard to the applications for rehearing. As we 
have found that the dianges we have ordered are in the interest of 
public safety, we also find that public safety requires 
implementation in a reasonably expeditious fashion. We also note 
tiiat it should take Utfle time for DOT OQ plumbers to be notified of 
the changes that have been approved. TherefcMre, whOe no tariffs 
have yet been filed by Columbia and, therefore, no tariff approvd is 
pending, we will agree that any tariffs that may be apjnroved by Ae 
Commission to effectuate the matters covered by this proceeding 
will not become effective any earUer than June 18,2003. This period 
of time will allow for necessary notifications to be made. 

It is, therefore, 

ORDERED, ITiat the stipulation be admitted into evidence in this proceeding. It is, 
further, 
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ORDERED, That USP's appUcation for rehearing be granted in part and denied in 
part. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That the parties comply with the provisions of ttiis entry on rehearing. It 
is, further, 

ORDERED, That Columbia's application foV rehearing be denied. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That USFs motion for a stay be granted to ttie extent set forth in tliis 
entry on rehearing. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That Columbia submit, to staff, quarterly reports of its progress in 
replacing prone-to-failure risers. It is, furtiier. 

record. 
ORDERED, That a copy of tiiis entry on rdiearing be served upon all parties of 

THE PUBUCUTlLmES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

Alan R. Schriber, ChaimiSl 

PaulA.CentoldIa 

/JjAhkjA A^ udmnAjL 
Valerie A. Lemmie 

^ RondaHartmanF^^^^ 

Cheryl L. Roberto 

JWKgeb 

Entered in the Journal 

Rene6 J. Jenkins 
Secretary 


